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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Figures of speech finds its place within the framework of Bibli

cal interpretation under the heading of usus loquendi. The usus 

loquendi concerns itself with such things as grammar, etymology, and 

historical usage. The importance of knowing whether a word is used 

literally or figuratively may very well influence the interpreter's 

explanations. 

In the study of the separate words, the most important ques
tion is not that of their etymological meaning, nor even that 
of the various significations which they gradually acquired. The 
essential p9int is that of their particular sense in t~e connec
tion in which they occur. The interpreter must determine whether 
the words are used in their general or in one of their special 
significations, whether they are employed in a literal or a 
figurative sense. 1 

It is not easy to determine how these words are used. But it may 

be easier to arrive at a definition if one keeps in mind, particularly 

in the case of figures of speech, that they were not drawn up in a 

vacuum apart from normal human communication. 

The figures are drawn from manifold aspects of contemporary 
life. For an understanding of them an exact knowl~dge of the 
times, customs, and us_ages of the New Testament are a prerequi
site. Here the circle of history interlocks

2
with the circle of 

language; la_nguage is inseparable from life. 

1 L. Berkhof, Principles of Biblical Interpretation, (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 1962), p. 74. 

2Martin H. Franzmann, "Essays in Hermeneutics," Concordia 
Theological Monthly, vol. 19, p. 604. 

1 
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Thus one may describe figures of speech as being intimately con

nected with man and his communicative abilities. Yet figures of speech 

may be more closely identified. We may generally describe them thus: 

A figure is ••• a departure from the natural and fixed 
laws of Grammar or Syntax; but it is a departure not arising from 
ignorance or accident. Figures are not mere mistakes of Grammar; 
on the contrary, they are legitimate departures from law, for a 
special purpose. They are permitted variations with a particular 
object. Therefore they are limited as to their number, and can 
be ascertained, named, and described. 3 

A. T. Robertson also sees such a grammatical connection, but on 

the other hand he describes figures of speech as an outgrowth of life 

itself. 

The examples of figures of speech in the New Testament are 
due to the nature of speech in general, to the occasional passion 
of the writer, to the play of his fancy, to unconscious expression 
of genius, to mere accident.4 

A tendency to overemphasize the human aspect of the usus loquendi 

in the area of figures may arise. However, one should not forget that 

Scripture in its entirety was inspired by the Holy Ghost as God "moved 

holy men" to so reveal Himself as the One, the True, and Everlasting 

God, whose purpose and plan was to redeem all mankind from sin. We 

may sum up this "God-breathed" activity with reference to figures of 

speech simply: 

3Ethelbert W. Bullinger, Figures·of Speech Used in·the Bible, 
{Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1968), p. xi. 

4 A. T. Robertson, A·Gra.mmar of the New Testament in Light of 
Historical Research, {New York: Hodder and Stoughton, 1923), p. 1197. 
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••• when the Holy Spirit takes up human words and uses a figure 
(or peculiar form), it is for a special purpose, and that purpose 
must be observed and have due weight given to it. 5 

There still remains the need for a more specific definition for 

figures of speech. Milton s. Terry advances the following summary 

for exactly that occasion. 

Figures of speech have been distributed into two great 
classes, figures of words and figures of thought. The distinc
tion is an easy one in that a figure of words is one in which 
the image or resemblance is confined to a single word, whereas a 
figure of thought may require for its expression a great many 
words and sentences. Metaphor and metonomy are figures of words, 
in which the comparison is reduced to a single expression, as 
when, characterizing Herod, Jesus said, "Go and say to that fox" 
{Luke xii, 32) .••• Figures of thought, on the other hand, 
are seen in similes, allegories, and parables, where no single 
word will suffice to convey the idea intended, but an entire 
passage or section must be taken together. 6 

The following illustration from Galations will clarify Terry's 

two classifications. In Gal. 4:17 we find the expression ov k<XAws, 

11not good." Paul is using the figure of speech called tapeinosis. 

Tapeinosis states negatively what the writer of the Epistle wishes 

to emphasize antithetically. The zeal that the Judaizers had for the 

Galatians Christians was "not good", meaning that their zeal was just 

the opposite, "awfully bad." The examples of tapeinosis exemplifies a 

figure of words. The figure of thought may be best illustrated from 

Gal. 4:21-5:1. Here there is an Old Testament historical narrative 

which Paul uses as an "allegory." This allegorical interpretation 

dramatically portrays the Christian's freedom under the Gospel promise. 

The entire selection is devoted to conveying this idea. 

5Bullinger, p. xi. 

6Milton S. Terry, Biblical Hermeneutics, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan 
Publishing House, n. d.), p. 248. 
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Figures of speech also may be used in order to clarify a point 

for the purpose of bringing out the intended sense, the tertium 

comparationis. 

The purpose of figurative language is to illuminate a rela
tionship or a state in one domain by means of a comparable rela
tionship in another. Since the figure never completely coincides 
with the thing to be illuminated or clarified, the cardinal 
point in the interpretation of figurative language is to discern 
carefully that quality of the figure which the author evidently 
wishes to denote as explanatory to the idea. In other words, an 
understanding of the author's intent can be gained only by a care
ful but withal plastic and imaginative determination of the 
tertium comparationis.7 

The illustration of "allegory" in Gal. 4:21-5:1 cited above is an 

example in point. Surely, one does not deny the authenticity of the 

historical happening as it appears in the Old Testament. Nor does one 

go beyond the allegorical interpretation that St. Paul gives in illus

trating the Christian's freedom. Instead, one seeks to understand that 

point of comparison and stays within that hermeneutical boundary line. 

There are certain principles of interpretation that will aid in 

coming to a full understanding of the text when confronting figures of 

speech. Ethelbert w. Bullinger asks, "How are we to know, then, when 

words are to be taken in their simple, original form (i.e., literally), 

and when are they to be taken in some other and peculiar form (i.e., as 

a figure)? 118 He then briefly introduces a fundamental hermeneutical 

principal: 

when and wherever it is possible, the words of Scripture 
are to be understood literally, but when a statement appears to 
be contrary to our experience, or to known fact, or revealed 

7 Franzmann, p. 604. 

8aullinger, p. xv. 
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truth; or seems to be at variance with the general teaching of 
the Scriptures, then we may reasonably expect that some figure 
is employed. And as it is employed only to call our attention 
to some specially designed emphasis, we are at once bound to dili
gently examine the figure for the purpose of discovering and 
learning the truth that is thus emphasized. 9 

In determining the correct understanding, the weight of the re-

sponsibility rests on the shoulders of the interpreter himself. 

Berkhof suggests: 

a. It is of the greatest importance that the interpreter have 
a clear conception of the things on which the figures are 
based, or from which they are borrowed, since the tropical 
use of words is founded on certain resemblances or 
relations •••• 

b. The interpreter should make it a point to discover the prin
cipal idea, the tertium comparationis, without placing too 
much importance on the details •• 

c. In connection with the figurative language that refers to 
God and the eternal order of things, the interpreter should 
bear in mind that it generally offers but a very inadequate 
expression of the perfect reality •••• 

d. To a certain extent, one can test one's insight into the 
figures of the Bible by attempting to express the thoughts 
which they convey in literal language.IO 

The interpreter is bound by such principles in order to bring out 

the Bible's truthfulness. Reminding us of this objective, Bullinger 

states: 

For an unusual form (figure) is never used except to add 
force to the truth conveyed, emphasis to the statement of it, 
and depth to the meaning of it. When we apply this science to 
God's words and to Divine truths, we see at once that no branch 
of Bible study can be more important, or offer greater promise 
of substantial reward. 11 

9Ibid., p. xv. 

10 Berkhof, pp. 85-87. 

11 11· . Bu inger, p. vi. 
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Otherwise, the interpreter may be freely expressing his own ideas of 

interpretation and expounding his own methodology. He should always 

attempt to determine the intended sense and should work within the pre

scribed limits of these hermeneutical rules. 

Berkhof offers this caution: 

But though it be true that the interpreter must be perfectly 
free in his labors, he should not confuse his freedom with 
licentiousness. He is indeed, free from all external restric
tions and authority, but he is not free from the laws inherent in 
the object of his interpretation. In all his expositions he is 
bound by that which is written, and has no right to ascribe his 
thoughts to the authors. 12 ---- --

In the process of Biblical interpretation there is exhibited a 

special sort of tension. It is a tension that is resolved only by 

letting Scripture speak its message of life-giving salvation. Speaking 

of Biblical interpretation with reference to this tension, Victor 

Merricke expresses the seriousness of the undertaking: 

It should not be a mere pastime or academic exercise. The 
linguist, the philosopher, the jurist, will all find the work of 
interpreting the Scripture fascinating, but its real objective is 
far greater. The chief purpose of the laymen as well as the theo
logians in searching the Scripture should be to find therein eter
nal life. Every Christian should busy himself with Bible inter
pretation, i.e., aim to read the Bible with understanding for his 
own blessing and salvation. 13 

To summarize: Figures of speech arise out of the common life of 

man. As used in the New Testament, they reflect the~ loquendi of 

the time of writing and may help clarify the tertium comparationis of 

the text. Where the need arises to offer more clarification on what 

12 Berkhof, p. 66 • . 
13victor Merricke, "Biblical Interpretation," Abiding Word, vol. 2, 

(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1947), p. 58. 
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the terms mean Biblically, the clear parts of Scripture will be uti

lized according to the principle, Scripture interprets Scripture. In 

general, the intent and purpose should be to offer not merely an acade

mic procedure but, more importantly, a clearer understanding of the 

Biblical message. 

Method of Approach 

In researching material for this study, we found very little infor

mation relating to specific information of the figures of speech in 

Galatians. The various grammars of A. T. Robertson and others and the 

helps gleaned from the Biblical interpreter's volumes of Terry, Berkhof, 

et al, give only a general outline and explication of the figures of 

speech. These authors often simply classify figures of speech into 

what Robertson calls "Figures of Idea or Thought (er?<_ 1'/_I{ ot -t. o<.. S lex -

,,- I \ / 14 
V o l 0\ S ) " and "Figures of Expression (a')(_,; )"m trx I\ €' / E: CJ S ) • " 

Berkhof summarizes what is meant by those two all-inclusive classifica-

tions in four categories. 

a. Some figures promote~ lively representation of the truth. 
(1) The simile. 
(2) The allegory, which is merely an extended metaphor, and 

should be interpreted on the same general principles. 
b. Other figures promote brevity of expression. They result from 

the rapidity and energy of the author's thought, which fosters 
a desire to omit all superfluous words. 
(1) The ellipsis, which consists in the omission of a word 

or words, necessary to the complete construction of a 
sentence, but not required for the understandi_ng of 
it. • • • 

(2) Brachylogy, also a concise or abridged form of speech, 
consisting especially in the non-repetition or omission 
of a word, when its repetition or use would be necessary 
to complete the grammatical construction. In this figure, 
the omission is not as noticeable as in the ellipsis •••• 

.l.4aobertsen, PP• il~81"t. 
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(3) The Constructio Praegnans, in which a preposition is 
joined with an expressed verb, while it really belongs 
to an unexpressed verb which is included in the other as 
its consequence •••• 

(4) The Zeugma, consisting of two nouns that are construed 
with one verb, though only one of them--usually the 
first--directly suits the verb •••• In supplying the 
missing words the interpreter must exercise great care, 
lest he change the sense of that which is written. 

c. Still other figures aim at softening an expression. They find 
their explanation in the author's delicacy of feeling or 
modesty. 
(1) Euphemism consists in substituting a less offensive word 

for one that expresses more accurately what is meant. 
(2) The Litotes affirms a thing by the negation of the 

opposite. • • • 
(3) The Meiosis is closely related to the litotes. 

It is a figure of speech in which less is said than is 
meant. 

d. Finally, there are figures that give more point to an expression, 
or that strengthen it. They may~the result ofrighteous 
indignation or of a lively imagination. 
(1) Irony contains censure or ridicule under cover of praise 

or compliment •••• 
(2) Epizeuxis strengthens an expression by the simple repeti

tion of a word. 
(3) Hyperbole is of frequent ocgurrence, and consists of a 

rhetorical over statement. 1 

There is a wide divergence as to the terms, number, and classifi

cation of figures of speech. Bullinger enlarges on these three. 

The first.difficulty is their nomenclature. All the names 
of these figures are either Greek or Latin. This difficulty can 
be, to a great extent, cleared away by a simple explanation, and 
by substituting an English equivalent, which we have here 
attempted. 

The second difficulty is their number. We have catalogued 
over 200 distinct figures, several of them from 30 to 40 vari
eties. Many figures have duplicate names which brings up the 
total number of names to more than 500 •••• 

The third difficulty is the utter absence of any classifica
tion. These figures do not seem to have ever been arranged in 
any satisfactory order. If the Greeks did this work, no record 
of it seems to have come down to us. 16 

15 Berkhof, pp. 88-89. 

16 11' . Bu inger, pp. ix, x. 
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Despite the seeming obstacles, Bullinger quite adequately has 

grouped the various figures of speech into the general categories of 

figures involving omission and figures involving addition. In fol

lowing his classification, we shall study figures of speech as they 

are found in Paul's Epistle to the Galations. 

The scope of this thesis will be limited to figures of words or 

expressions as defined by Terry and Robertson. 17 We purposely omit 

so-called figures of thought (for example, allegory, simile, parallel) 

since these figures are usually covered adequately in many commentaries 

and because their inclusion would make this thesis needlessly lengthy. 

17 Supra, pp. 2 and 7. 



CHAPTER II 

FIGURES OF SPEECH INVOLVING OMISSION 

Affecting Words 

Ellipsis 

The figure of speech known as ellipsis may be defined with the 

English word 11 omission". 

The figure is so called, because some gap is left in the 
sentence, which means that a word or words are left out or 
omitted. 

The omission arises not from want of thought, or lack of 
care, or from accident, but from design, in order that we may 
not stop to think of, or lay stress on, the word omitted, but 
may dwell on the other words which are thus emphasized. 1 

In Galatians 1:12 we see an example of an ellipsis involving one 

word as well as one which involves a whole phrase. We read, 

ol.J6€ /'.;,/ E'yW 'It/;,, cxvqp ~ 1To u '71'"1/[)cOffov 

d.l.;to ovtc:- ['c)CC)d..x_0J7V, &A.A~ Sc' CX?rOHa.AupEwS 

.,I 71 O"" o V X f la-to D. For I neither received it from man nor was 

taught (it) but by means of revelation from Jesus Christ. 

, I 
The personal pronoun o.u to , "it" in the first phrase may be supplied 

after oVt.E E"cS'lcS<i..7r877v to read, "nor was taught it ••• II 

may fill in the ellipsis correctly by supplying the "it" from its 

objective position after 7f 0t p ! ~ cx.jJ o V • 

1
Ethelbert w. Bullinger, Figures of Speech Used in the Bible, 

(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1968), p. 1. 

10 

One 
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We may also supply the whole phrase f.'J/W 11o/; A.cfov <XU lo 
\ )(' c-1 0 :, / :, ,, \ 

J1CX(. fol oorx 7t7V etvto after the conjunctive Cf. A./\ OL ". • • but I 

received it and~ taught it by means of revelation from Jesus Christ." 

Paul thus sharply contrasts these two ways of receiving instruction: 

(1) immediately, as directly from Christ and (2) mediately, that is, 

from others who were themselves taught by Christ. Paul emphatically 

stresses the immediacy of his instruction. His source of information 

was straight "from Christ Jesus" and not "from man." 

Ellipsis may be broken down into three general categories: 

A. Absolute, where the omitted word or words are to be supplied 
from the nature of the subject alone. 

B. Relative, where the omitted word or words are to be supplied 
from, and are suggested by the context. 

C. The Ellipsis of Repetition, where the omitted word or words 
are to be supplied b! repeating them from a clause which 
precedes or follows. 

Both of the foregoing examples from Galatians 1:12 exemplify the 

figure ellipsis of repetition. 

Absolute Ellipsis 

We may find the usage of the absolute ellipsis more easily identi-

fiable in cases where the verb "to be," "to do," or "to suffer" occur. 

"When therefore the verb is omitted, it throws the emphasis on the 

thing that is done rather than on the doing of it."3 Accordingly, the· 

. . ) t / omission of E er · L V in 1:5 would indicate that the emphasis is to 

be on "God's glory" rather than on our "glorifying God." 

The copula is usually omitted in these doxol_ogies, when 
it is written it is ~o--ti'v and not Et77 Moreover, 

2
Ibid., p. 2. 

3Ibid., p. 25. 
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cf oJ 0t is often combined with other terms that denote actual Jios
session of God and not merely something that we bestow on him. 

)/ 

Herman N. Ridderbos, while stating that £ L 7l may be the supple-

ment for the ellipsis in Paul's doxological expression, nevertheless 

concludes: "The objectivity of God's glory is, however, the dominant 

emphasis, as can be seen also from the forever and ever. 115 

One may also compare Paul's doxology in Romans 16:27 with Gal. 1:5. 

, / 

It likewise omits the E if t:. l- V • There the "glory" is that which 

belongs to Him "through Jesus Christ" and "to the age of age." The 

ellipsis emphasizes "God's glory." 

In Gal. 2:15 there is a divergence of opinion with reference to 
:, / 

the supplement for the ellipsis. Some say that €. 3/ € V may be sup-

plied and others think that a comma should be inserted to denote apposi

tion. R. C.H. Lenski is of the opinion that there is no ellipsis here, 

that the repetition of the -,f,µ.. E 2 s with the "" ex l' in 2 : 16 "emphatical-

ly takes up the first one: 6 'we-even we.'" John Eadie cites others 

who also support Lenski's position: II Winer, Matthies, B.-Crusius, 

7 DeWette, and Alfort--the whole forming one sentence." Eadie then goes 

on to support the opposite view. 

But the previous verse may be taken as a complete statement: "We 
are Jews by nature; but, knowing as we do that a man is not 

4R. C.H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Paul's·Epistle to the 
Galatians to the Ephesians and to the Philippians, (Minneapolis: Augs
burg Publishing House, 1961), p. 31. 

5 
Herman N. Ridderbos, The Epistle of Paul to the Churches of 

Galatia, (Grand Rapids: wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1968), pp. 44,45. 

6 
k' 1 Lens 1, p. 03. 

7John Eadie, Commentary on the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians, 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1894), p. 163. 
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justified by works of law, even we believed." Such is the view 
of Beza, Borger, Schott, Hilgenfeld, Ellicott, Lightfoot, Ewald, 
Hofmann, Meyer, and Turner. The construction is supported b8 the 
cS Ff , which was probably omitted in favor of the other view. 

r I 
Eadie goes on to say that OE cannot mean "although," "nevertheless," 

or "quamquam." 

The cf [ is "but," with its usual adversative meaning, point
ing to a different course from that to which the previous verse 
might be supposed to lead, and indicating a transition from a 

9 trust in Judaism, so natural to a born Jew, to faith in Christ. 

One has only to consult the textual apparatus, however, to note 

r/ that the de 
46 has been omitted by P , the Hesychian or Egyptian texts, 

the Koine texts, as well as several Syriac translations. We would feel 

justified in giving these as supportive evidence for adopting Lenski's 

position over against Eadie's. Therefore, the apparent ellipsis at 

2:15 may be marked off by commas and treated appositionally. 

We, by nature Jews and not sinners of the Gentiles, ·yet knowing 
that a man is not justified by works of law except through 
faith in Christ Jesus, even we have believed in Christ Jesus. 

. ,,. 
Other examples of ellipsis involving the omission of ~ ( )/Of. c or 

its equivalent follow. 

) _r \ y "" 
In Gal. 2: 17 we read, E: c o c: ? 77 -to v v 't '=" s de.. />f CX c. CJ 0ij Y()I.( 

> , C t '\ I 1,' 
cxutol ?r W,A.Ol, °J'°O 

"If, then, while seeking to be 

justified in connection with Christ we ourselves also are found sinners, 

then is Christ a minister of sin?" 
IJ) 

The 0<~0c. is the negative particle 

introducing the question. In order to intensify his argmnent, Paul has 

omitted the } o-t l V which one would supply in translation. 

8Ibid., p. 163. 

9Ibid. 
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The idea that the declaratory righteousness of man comes by means 

of the law is unfounded. In 2: 21 we may supply E:. o- t ( v • The empha

sis Paul makes in this omission is that Christ's death would have been 

for nothing if righteousness is by the law. ~{ /r de~ v~o u 

0 C If CJ. l ocrvv 17 CE a-t: c.'vJ, o/os Xtt.O"'t~s tCJ!C~V o.rr( &o<VcV -

Again, in 3: 4 we may correctly supply the ~ ~ t ( V in order to in

terpret the passage. ". • • if it indeed is 'in vain' .·" Ridderbos 

says that verse 4b represents an "intensification" of what Paul has 

written in verse 4a, "Did ye suffer so many things in vain?" 

The point is not merely that they are losing the fruit of the suf
fering which they once bore: they--who were tried and appointed 
to suffer as Christians--must fear that their denial of this suf
fering will be reckoned to them as guilt, and the blessing 
converted into curse. 10 

Lenski opposes such an idea of greater intensification, an idea remote 

from those sufferings. 

Paul will not even think of it until he must. He will think only 
that the Galatians will answer: "No, no; it was and is not in 
vain! 1111 

] ,I 

We may come to the conclusion that in omitting the E.O"Ll...V in 

3:4b, Paul was not stressing the "emptiness" of the Galatian's suffer

ing to such a radical degree as Ridderbos holds. But rather Paul was 

fostering an evangelical position which stood opposite that condemnatory 

suggestion. The emphasis lies on Paul's desire to evoke from the Gala

tians' lips and hearts the positive faith-filled response, "We stand 

corrected, Paul, and will not let our faith in Christ Jesus become 

empty!" 

lORidderbos, pp. 115,116. 

ll k' 129 Lens 1., p. • 
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C , / 

In both 3:7 and 3:9 the phrase OL £ K 71 Lui: E. ws , "those of 

) 

faith," occurs. The ellipsis would be best supplemented with £ t.. a-, V 

( I' :, I 
and so read, 01_ [c col v) €. J.< "11' l. cr-t E ws , "those who are of 

faith." The emphasis lies in those who derive their characteristic 

mark from faith, 12 even as Abraham believed God and was counted right-

eous; so too, those who, like him, believe "they are Abraham's sons" 

and "are blessed." 

In quoting the Old Testament in 3:10 (Deut. 27:26) and again in 

,',I 
3:13 (Deut. 21:23), Paul employs the ellipsis of El vex l in order 

to emphasize his point. In both verses 10 and 13 the emphasis lies on 

the "accursedness" of any person who, first of all, departs from ful

filling all of the Law's demands and, secondly, who hangs from a tree. 

"The reference to Deut. 21 is intended precisely to point out the reality 

of the curse and, in connection with it, to set forth Christ's redemp

tion as a satisfaction of the justice of God. 1113 

In 3:11 the ~cY-t{y has been omitted and &'77 Aov stands emphati

cally at the end of its clause. Lenski notes that there are those who 

would construe d-fjAoV with the following !;t:l clause (as does Bauer 

in his lexicon), but he opts for its accentuating position at the end 

d 14 
of the first o t t. clause in verse 11. we may also conclude that the 

:> / 
emphasis is further heightened by the absence of E. at: 1.- v , although 

such an ellipsis is commonplace. Paul's message is absolutely clear. 

"No one is justified before God by means of law •• '" 

12 k" 135 Lens 1, p. • 

13Ridderbos, p. 128. 

14 
k 0 145 Lens 1, p. • 
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The terse, clear-cut E'~ I~ EK vf o-u 7? HA 17foYol'-(~, 
) J_ r ') -... / 

O-Vf',Et:c c.)· ~'11cx11€Ho-.S, at 3:18, emphasizes the wholly untenable 

;, ' possibility ( Ee }/Of / ) of God's promised inheritance being given 
) ~ 

through the law. The ellipsis of EO-t()/ accentuates this impossible 

hypothetical condition by emphasizing the action itself. In a similar 

1 , C 3 
construction Paul writes the Romans in Romans 4:14, £l /°J° Ol EH 

/ 'I i i c / \ 
V 3/l O U r'-> I\. 7) /::J O Vo/'- o l , f"> E. 11 C: Y c...J t0-l 1/ '1t l <Y t, t. 5 I-{ CL L 

..11 -J.. C) ")/ 

}lie< L 7?fY1J cAx·c 17 €'1r~/)""EAU:x., "For if those of the law (are) heirs, 

faith has been made empty and the promise has been abolished." The 

idea of "making those who live by the law heirs" is emphasized by the 

:> / 
ellipsis of E: d"t: l V One's attention is drawn to the idea and 

') \ 

registers total disagreement. The ~L 7°F conditional particles 

have already alerted the reader to this impossible proposition. 

We may conclude from what Paul has stated about the law that it 

is contrary to the promise and stands in opposition to it. In 3:21 

we read, "Is the law therefore contrary to the promise of God?" The 
) / 

verb t' ~ t <- v may very well be supplied to complete the ellipsis that 

occurs. 

; Paul answers this possible misunderstanding by 

saying that such an idea is certainly not so. 

E ) r~ At 3: 29 we have another ellipsis of the verb "to be". - c d c. 

) 

This may be read, E' l 

The Christian's sonship that comes "in connection with 

Christ" was sounded in 3:28. Now that vital relationship is again 

expressed. 
J (' \ 

It announces the certainty ( E- l o E ) of being heirs ac-

cording to the promise. "Now if you (are) of Christ, then you~ the 

seed of Abraham, according to promise, heirs!" 
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In 4:12, as in 2:15, the ellipsis evokes different opinions with 

reference to the correct interpretation. Lenski says that one is to 

J I Cl 

supply the aorist e1 cv~17 V following the o-t:c and so translate 

it, "Be as I am, even as I became like you once were." 

Once he became as they had been while they were pagan--without 
the Mosaic law. Now the Galatians are to reciprocate--after 
having taken up a part of that law under the influence of the 
JudaifSrs, they are to drop it entirely just as Paul had 
done. 

Ridderbos generally agrees with Lenski on this point and at the same 
)I 

time disagrees with others who complete the ellipsis with -,1/ '7 V 
)I 

Others want to interpolate 7J/l 7J v· , and interpret as 
follows: "be free as I am free, for I too was once bound as 
ye are." We may question, however, whether the verb can be omit
ted at a juncture such as this in which a condition of the past 
no longer exists in the present, especially since that past con
dition contains no motive or explanation of the present. 16 

Still others, like Luther, construe the clause with the follow-

ing phrase, "you did me no injustice." 

Because Paul had rebuked them harshly, now, to keep them 
from being provoked and feeling hurt, he anticipates them and de
mands that they show themselves·to him as he shows himself to 
them. Therefore the meaning would be: "I, at any rate, have not 
felt hurt by you; you have not provoked me. So do not feel hurt 
and provoked by me, but let us both bewail our common trouble. 
My trouble is that you are falling away. Consequently, I have 
not been hurt by you; I have been hurt by the trouble I now have. 
Therefore do not be hurt by my reproof. On the contrary, be hurt 
by your own trouble. 1117 

The context will finally have to decide whether the ellipsis should 

) ' 
be as Lenski and Ridderbos suggest, E/ EYo/17 V ; or as others 

15rbid. , p. 216 

16Ridderbos, p. 165. 

17Martin Luther, "Lectures on Galatians 1519," Luther's Works, 
vol. 27, Jaroslav Pelikan, editor, Walter A. Hansen, associate editor, 
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1964), p. 299. 
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)I 

suggest, ?JP. 7l V ; or even as Luther has interpreted this ellipsis. 
/ 

Paul has just reflected on his work among them, 4:11: "I fear for you 

lest I have toiled on your behalf in vain." The close association of 
) (. ,,.... 

"his toil £' ( s v,;c l s "with the foregoing "observance of months and 

times and year," into which the Galations have fallen, strongly suggests 

that Paul is talking about their legalistic ties with Judaism. We can

not help being influenced by this contextual agreement and so complete 

J \ 
the ellipsis with E / Y/ v 3/ 7/ V • "Become as I, even as I have become 

as you. ,.18 

At 4:15 we read, '11ou '3' ) -
0 V V CE CT 't l. VJ 

( ,....._ 

1-;u W\/; "Where, then, is your blessing?" 
/.j" 

Some manuscripts supply rJ V 

following the 
')' 

Ou V • The old Latin texts prior to the Vulgate trans-

lation give testimony to the use of ~ er t (_ V . 
19 The emphasis is on 

the objective nature of the Galatians' blessing. "So great was their 

feeling of being blessed by the Gospel that Paul is able to add: For 

I testify to you, that, if possible, your very eyes you, havi_ng dug 

th 1 h . ,.20 em out, wou d ave given to me. Considering the "open" approach 

Paul is using with the Galatians in order to woo them back with the 

::, I 

Gospel's persuasion, we cannot but supply ~ O' -t L V- to show that their 

blessing is still not lost. 

18Eadie, pp. 318 and 319, also agrees with such an interpretation 
and lists four arguments against these "other" views. One may find 
his interpretation helpful in working through the various positions. 

19 Cf., D. Eberhard and D. Erwin Nestle (eds.) Novum Testamentmn 
Graece (Stuttgart: Wurttemberg Bible Society, 1954) p. 485, footnote 
for v. 15. 

20 k. 221 Lens 1, p. • 
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At 4:18 we note that the principle which Paul underscores is not 

negated by the selfish jealousy of those who desire to lead the Galatians 
) 

EV 

"It is good to be zealous in connection with 
) ( 

good things always. " The absence of £ ~ t: l V helps to emphasize the 

goodness of the zeal. 
) I 

At 4:27b the apostle Paul omits ~lv'l to emphasize the importance 

of Is. 54:1 as he contrasts Hagar and Sarah. The children of the "free 

woman" are many more than she whose children are "not promise-born." 

We may supply the ellipsis thus: 
J / ) I 

t O 5 ~/J ~.,ll OU ,?- CX )1, ;) 0 V T/ 

At 4:29b the ellipsis helps to emphasize the idea that there are 

those who are continuing right now ( o (j' t: CJ s ) to act as 

slave sons toward those who are free sons. They are actively hostile 

to God's promise of freedom as it comes to Sarah in Isaac's birth. As 

such, then, they are "sons according to the flesh" and are presently 

continuing to persecute those who are "sons according to the spirit." 

The force of Paul's emphasis is directed against living as "law-abiders": 

"You are wrong to attempt to live after the manner of those who contin

ually abide by the law's demands, who are "sons according to the flesh." 

These non~spiritual sons are further characterized as those who are to 

) \ 
be "cast out" verse 30. They are not ( o u Jq7) to receive the inheri-

J / 
tance. By supplying E'er -t l one may better interpret the direction• 

Paul takes in making Old Testament history speak to the Galatians' pre

u 
sent Law/Gospel controversy. o V "t- w s H __-x c' Cl- a- t· {] v u y 

"So likewise it is at the present time." 
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At 5: 8 we have (H ·-1r-- [ ( a' )AO y 77' 0 J )--; EH tau fa'icx Aou Vt <Y-S 
r 

~c:tS, "This persuasion is not from the One who has called you." 

"This persuasion" is that which comes from him who has intervened with 

the Galatians' spiritual growth and attempted to begin to persuade them 
/ \ I /J 

"not to obey the truth," ( t fl J, A 1') 0Ecrf JA-17 ~Ee oEcr 6<X L ) • 

) 

We may complete the ellipsis with EE' er -t l v 

Two more references may yet be offered to complete this list of 

J I 
the ellipsis of the verb "to be. 11 In 6: 16 we read, E l,?,; V 17 E ?I 1 

) \. \ )J__ \ 
o- u t o u..s 11 o- l ~ E: as . "Peace upon them and mercy. " We may 

JI 

supply EO-LW between the words 
) / 

£lf'l v-r; and 
) 

E 711 in order to com-

plete the ellipsis. Likewise at 6:18 the verb 
;:,/ 
Eo-t: tJ may be supplied 

in order to complete the ellipsis. The closing benediction would then 

In both examples it is common 

Greek usage to omit the copula. However, in so doing the emphasis is 

placed on the action bestowed. In 6:16, "peace" and "mercy" are 

accentuated; in 6:18, the "grace of our Lord Jesus Christ" is emphasized. 

Gal. 5:13 contains an ellipsis where one may supply the verb "use," 

21 / '- f\ => "\ n / 
or "misuse" or "abuse." We read, I"- ovov ~7/ ')V EI\EO oe1 LcxV 

F e's b 6J o }:/'- ') V -t -[i er ex f J-<, L' "O~ly use not the freedom for 

a point of departure for the flesh." One may readily supply this verb 

between_?!] and -t.17 V C \['v8rc;v. Paul's warning is made more 

emphatic as he employs ellipsis to contrast the Christian's freedom and 

its relationship to the potentially evil power, "the flesh." 

21 11· 31 Bu inger, p. • 
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Brachylogy 

Absolute ellipsis also occurs when certain connected words are omit

ted in the same member of a passage. This form ~ay be classified as 

brachylogia This word is composed of· the two Greek words ~f ex X ifs , 

"short," and Adros , "discourse." The Latin calls it breviloquence, 

which means "brevity of speech or writing. 1122 

o r ,,.... 
In Gal. 2:9 Paul plainly writes, (Vo. 7JJJ-,ElS 

; ' C''- J \ I 
e< LI t o c. d £ e (5 t-17 V 1f et l t °r '7 V , "that we to the Gentiles, 

and they to the circl.llllcized." From context, as verse 7 indicates, we 

may rightly supply EJa// c le '5 o/J..e0o<. and Etd7;df.'J'wv-t01l. 
Some, as Lenski, simply supply the English equivalent for '7r o,,P c v 0 o/ EV 

and --rro/c:u fl W d L V • Either verb may well be used. Eadie says 

that "the apostle's idea implies both these verbs The text 

Cl Cl /) ---- l ) I . 'f. 
would then read, (Vct -Y/J-10-S Cfr<>JJcvv/L€y ~C(L EVO.~J/E/\l)-

o/ c0o< ELs 'td t!:Bn·1) cx •i-to/ dF:' [1r'Oj-Jcu Bw crLV Hoc etcx;ry£)f'J-
-L 7 ) ..,t \ ..J / 

l<.>YcdC_ €lS CtJV 1T' cf C (.. ~ "'17 V , "that we should go and 

preach the Gospel to the Gentiles, and that they should go and preach 

the Gospel to the circumcised." 

£1 t 
0 C. 

At 5:10 we note, 

) (' \ 

0l:IO€l/ ~A.~a ~oov7/ ff Et£
/ 

, "I continue to have confidence 

in you in connection with the Lord that you will think nothing other." 

(ft The ellipsis occurs in the o - l clause. By supplying the phrase -I} 

8fovw, "than I think," after ~A.Ao, we may correctly interpret Paul's 

thought: "That you will think nothing other than what.!. think." 

23 
d" 2a Ea ie, p. 1 • 
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Relative Ellipsis 

A relative ellipsis may occur wherever an omitted word must be 

supplied from the words actually related to it and employed by the con

text itself. This may be supplied by a cognate word, either a noun or 

a verb, or it may be suggested by a work which means the very opposite.
24 

In the sentence "Charles was running against John but he lost," one 

may easily supply the ellipsis occuring in the apodosis to read," ••• 

but he lost the race." "The race" is a cognate of the verb "was run-

ning" which formed the predicate of the leading clause. If one would 

write "Charles and James were running against Jack and lost," he may 

supply the plural noun "the boys" before "lost" and complete the 

ellipsis. In this example the compound subject "Charles and James" 

supply the relative cognate, "the boys," which then becomes the subject 

in the final clause. 

At 3:5 Lenski draws our attention to the first use of the rela-

tive ellipsis. "instead of using verbs in the sentence 'Does God fur

nish and work,' etc., Paul substitutes participial descriptions of 

God and thus elides the verbs and makes the question far more effec-

t
. 11 2s 
l.Ve. 

')' 
We may supply the ellipsis with o<f <>' 

) t I 
ov ov 

"Does he do it ••• ?" as the nature of the context requires. We 

would then write 3:5 thus: c{ o'.Zv ;,.,.,,l X_Of'"Y) yC:,v 3/cv -td 

1'rVe~µ ct. t--<cx 2 iv€p-y D v 6 u v ?ecs ;v j~2 v C "lx. fo< rrr'o l 6 .. -
:, \ ) e )( I )I J t ) / 

ck1Jtov] E.:) EfJ'wv Vo/' o v ,; l:'j c~ l'16 -ijs "1tl er' "tc w s 

"He, therefore, who graciously supplies to you the Spirit and works 

24 11· 56 58 Bu inger, pp. -

25 k' Lens 1, p. 130. 
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mighty works effectually in you, does he do it by works of law or by 

hearing of faith." God's effective actions have naturally come about 

"by hearing of faith." Here the ellipsis helps to emphasize how God 

gave the gift of the Spirit to the Galatians. "Hence that thing which 

they once received as a gift has become a determinative norm for the 

truth of the gospel. And that is why the responsibility under which 

the Galatians are placed is so great and serious. 1126 Eadie also indi

cates that the principle which Paul stresses lies on the "How?" and 

not the "When?" of God's acts in giving His Spirit. This is "the 

instrumentality which He usually employ~, in the bestowment of such 

'ft ,,27 gi s. 

In 4:22 Paul writes, 7E7;°0 -rr tc1.L Jo/° 0-tc Al3;0 7' 
_\' I ( \ ')/ ( ( ) ../_ -, r / \ 
u u O vc. 0 lJ s E ifXEV; £Yo<. £ J,{ L '7S '7Yd( d l (T 11 fJS µ._ex. l 

(I 

€Yo( 
} \ L) / 

EX t,7s £AEv 05Po.s __ , "For it is written that Abraham had two 

sons, one from the bondsmaid and one from the free woman." We s11:ggest 

that an ellipsis occurs in the final clause and complete the ellipsis 
::,/ 

by repeati_ng the verb Ecrx EV • The final clause would then read, 
{/ .) r-. _(' / ?I Cl ') 

£'Ye< cl-, C')S itdlQ(_(Y j'\•r;s L F~·xcvJ K,o<.C EVo< e11 -t~s 
'I 

[ E vi( E v3. Lenski indicates the direction of the 

emphasis for us: 

The fact that ~agar was not a wife, and that Sarah was, is not 
the point, but that one was a slave and the other free is. Thus 
the one son was a slave, the other free as was always the fact 

26Ridderbos, p. 116. 

27 d' 226 Ea ie, p. • 
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in such a case. The mother and not the father determined the 
status of the sons. 28 

Within this same section occurs yet some other examples of the 

relative ellipses which derive their supplement from a cognate word. 

Bullinger writes with reference to these ellipses in 4:24,25, and 

26: 

"Which thi_ngs are an allegory: for these [two womenJ are 
the two covenants; the one, indeed, from the mount Sinai, which 
bringeth forth r children] into bondage, which is Hagar. II The 
apodosis or conclusion is suspended till verse 26. "But 
Jerusalem which is above is the free [woman], who is the mother 
of us all." In verse 25, it must be noted that the word "this" 
is the article -to' , which is neuter, while "Hagar" is feminine. 
To I therefore, must agree with some neuter word, which must 
be supplied, such as iv o/i.__cx (onoma) name:--"For this name 
H_agar is (or, denotes) Mount Sinai in Arabia." It is a fact that 
in Arabia the word Hagar (which means a stone) is the name for 
Mount Sinai. 29 

Luther also comments on the name Hagar. He does so on the basis 

that the Arabs called it Hagar and the Jews Sinai: "I imagine that 

this similarity of names gave Paul the idea and the opportunity to 

30 pursue the all_egory." Lenski omits the difficulty incurred on the 

basis of textual evidence. 31 Ridderbos questions both the similarity 

h . d f d' ff . ' f · 1 d · · · 32 as t e 1 ea o 1 erence ar1s~ng rom nat1ona 1st1nct1on. He 

goes on, however, to give a possible interpretation of the text with 

"Hagar" included: 

28 
k' 234 Lens 1, p. • 

29Bullinger, p. 57. 

30Martin Luther, "Lectures on Galatians 1535," Luther's Works, 
vol. 26, Jaroslav Pelikan, editor, Walter A. Hansen, associate editor, 
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishi_ng House, 1964), p. 436. 

31 k' 239 Lens 1, p. • 

32Ridderbos, footnote, p. 177. 
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The first part of verse 25 continues to draw the line from Sinai 
to Jerusalem, and has a sort of concessive force. It is true 
that this Hagar represents Mount Sinai in Arabia, but she is, 
however, to be identified with the Jerusalem so strongly pro
pagated by the heretical teachers. The purpose of this verse, 
consequently, is to continue the old contrast of ve.rse 24 and to 
enhance it. In present day Jerusalem that is taking place which 
once proceeded from Sinai: the bondage of the law. For she is 
in bondage with her children. The figure of the mother is sus
tained. Present day Jerusalem also propagates bondage, for it 
knows no other redemption than the law. 33 

In line with Ridderbos' division, we may then consider completing 

the ellipsis at 4:25 by repeating C/s c5o-vAE[olv yEvvWdO\ which 

appears in 4:24. We would then be analyzing an example of ellipsis of 

repetition and not one of relative ellipsis. The reader is referred 

to the development of 4:25 under ellipsis of repetition on page 29. 

Pregnant Construction 

In the category of ellipsis occur instances in which the omitted 

work is contained in another word, the one word combini.ng the two 

meanings. Most often this is called a case of constructio praegnans, 

pregnant construction. 34 Winer provides an example of pregnant con-

35 CI · ' r / 
struction from 2 Tim. 4:18. Paul writes,tvcrc:cc<.C_/-AE O 11Vfcos 
') \ ' ..,; ' .,.. ) \ ,,,, 
arro Trcwi:..os eprov '71'0V7?/0V Md-C. uw CT£( ns -tr;v /3otcr'I../\..E.<..d.l/ 

)-L ,.,, \ :> / 

0( v c. o v t ,;v-- f 1'r o U f ex V ( o V 11 The Lord will deliver me from 

every work of evil and will save (me) into His heavenly ki.ngdom." We 

' ' /'\/ \ would supply the phrase /lC ko< L / ET ex. o '} O-EC ./UE . "me and 

331bid., pp. 177,178. 

34 11· 62 Bu inger, p. • 

35winer, p. 621. 
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I 

translate me, 11 after the verb er Wd f"C in the final clause. It would 

I ~ 

then read, o'W er Cl L / € 

j3 ex o- l )._ E ( o<. v , "He will save me and translate me into His heavenly 

kingdom. 11 

In Gal. 5:4 we encounter a similar example of pregnant construc-

tion. t I _,() t ) \ X t ,..,_ C '--1-
We read, ,Lio<. · 17 f / ?J CY·J E CX. 1T' o f l er . o U o (. <.. l. V ES 

dl. K0<c. o u O"' G €' , 11 You are bro_ught to nought from Christ 

whoever are declared righteous in connection with the law." 

~ightfoot s_11:ggests that Ko.t17f y,fth;iE txrrc..~ X;xo---tou 

nant expression for P'i.cx t 17 tr·1j 01'/t.E. f,(ac' ix wf /crB-r;t£ 

J. B. 

is a pz:eg-

x,Lo-fov. "You are nothi_ng as regards Christ, you are entirely separate 

from Him. 1136 Lenski says, "The basic idea is, 'to make idle,· inactive' 

so that noth~ng results, the preposition adds the idea that this action 

removes 'away from Christ,' separates from him. 1137 Here then, the verb 

K~t77fy,}6,i~derives additional force from the pregnant construction 

and one's attention is drawn to the ineffective nature of law in maki_ng 

a person righteous. 

Ellipsis of Repetition 

An ellipsis of repetition occurs wherever "the omitted word or 

words are to be supplied by repeat~ng them from a clause which precedes 

38 or follows." We may have a simple repetitive construction or it may 

36J. B. ~ightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, (London: 
MacMillan and Co., Limited, 1910), p. 204. 

37 
k' 257 Lens 1., p. . 

38 11· 70 Bu 1._nger, p . • 
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be complex. An example of simple repetition is: "George gave Harry 

some candy and Larry some popcorn." What we may supply in the second 

clause is the word 11 gave. 11 The clause would then read, " and 

(George) gave Larry some popcorn." 

We may construc't an example of complex repetition by embellishing 

the previous example with an adversative clause. "George gave Harry 

some candy and Larry some popcorn, but he saved some for himself. 11 We 

may complete the ellipsis by supplying "candy" from the first clause 

and "popcorn" from the second clause. The adversative clause.would 

then read,". but he saved some candy and popcorn for himself." 

In Gal. 1:12 we have examples of both simple and complex repe-

titive ellipsis: over; l; 11 7 ~ 1T o-?-:X dvfjP W1rov '{(r!:Ajov 
) t \ JI :::, ' (' I /1 ) I '\ \ S' ) J \ / ),-- ,, _(/. u , () 0 Vt£: € 0 L C) d 'Y. 017 V) d_ /\ I\ C,'( 0 L cnro NI7,.I\V y EoJS _L '7 if C) V 

X,11 l er -t o v . We may supplement the ellipsis occurring after 

i·JcJ~xt917vwith the pronoun CJltD', repeated from the first clause. The 

first two clauses would then read, "For neither did I receive it from 

man, nor was I taught it." This example exemplifies a simple repeti-

tive ellipsis. The complex repetitive ellipsis emphasizes the means 

whereby Paul "received" and "was taught" the Gospel message which he 

preached to the Galatians. By inserting the phrase f J':.:i •"rfc;1.f fAfJ0 v 

d. Vt~ ko (\ ~- cS (cf°' A e'JV cf..~ {c{ , I "I received it and 

was taught it," after the adversative dA A~ , the ellipsis is com

pleted. The supplementary thought comes from various points in the 
) \ )I 

preceding clauses by omitting the n_egative particles o 1Jd€ and ovtE . 

Bullinger cites the next example of ellipsis of repetition in the 

book of Galatians. At 2:7 we read: 
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) \1 \ I ..J_ / J (' / _/ (! \ 

~N~cx 7-~uvoVLC~v/ C.CJDvcc~ otc 
1
1(E7J'l~~EUJJcx.l to cz::yyl~co v 

c -YJ 5 01.f.<fof vcf[(ot..S kc< Uws 7kifos "ti)~ !tfj) ct~ 17s . "But as 
you see the very opposite happened! Namely that I was entrusted 
with the Gospel to ~~e uncircumsized (Gentiles) and Peter to the 
circumcized (Jews). 

We may supplement the phrase 1r'£ 7( [ crt Ev tc:1- L -LJ 

7r!-lpoS and complete the simple repetitive ellipsis. This example of 

ellipsis helps to emphasize the areas of responsibility for preaching 

the Gospel which Paul and Peter had. 

In 2:16 the means by which a man receives "imputed righteousness" 

is emphasized. Paul writes: 

) S It (' \ (I/..- ) (' r- I :,f /7 1.'(; )J / 

Ee ad - f's 0£' o·Lc o v oC.Ko<( o 1..1-C. etc. d-VClp w 1To~ c..) ctOVoV VlJ(..(o -U 
) I \ _, ' / _A. X t I ,.J I / / -

Eo<-v f<"Y; o(d- 7iCvL,c6.JS y>u:r_ov 710-ou. "Knowing· that a man is 
not justified by works of law but only through faith in Christ 
Jesus. 40 

JI /') C' .-. I 
By supplementing the phrase 0<. YD I w rrto s Of.~o<( o u T:o<- L , "a man is 

declared righteous, 11 after 'Xf c o-tCJ u L17 o-'oV we complete the ellipsis 

with a simple repetition. 

t ,1 r>' C 1 

Gal. 3:19 reads l OVV O VO? DS , "Why therefore the Law?" 

We may supply the verb l tyo VE v. The supplement for this example of 

simple repetitive ellipsis is derived from the perfect participle 
\ 17 c V w S, verse 176. The translation would then be, "Why therefore 

did the Law come in with lasting result?" 
--;-,. 

In 4: 7 the ellipsis of El , "you are," in three places emphasizes 

the Christian's sonship and his status as heir of all that God has 

39 b'd 88 ~-, p. . 
)I I 

4° Cf. Lenski, p. 106. "~ v J-< 'Y,1 is elliptical and is really a 
case of brachylogy (R.1204) because it follows a negation. It states 
how alone a man is justified." 
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wrought for him in Christ Jesus. This particular example differs from 

the absolute use of the ellipsis with reference to its repetition of 

'Y 
the verb El in the introductory clause. We would then read the verse 

} I 'i' ("' ~ I ) ' \ I. ,,.. ( I ) _\ ' 

with its supplements thus: wcriE O-vl1t:il £l OOUI\OS o<.AACX [n] 1Jlo.L €( 0£ 

[cl'] V ~~ s J [iCXL LE}] KA~~v;os d(~ bl.-"" "With the result you are no longer 

a slave, but you are a son. If then you~ a son, so then you ~re an 

heir through God's activity on your behalf." 

We may classify 4:23 as another example of simple repetition. 

I I 

Here we repeat the verb /'7~vv'lto<c, "is born," from the precedi_ng 

. 

: \/.,\, ( ) -'\ / \ 

clause. v..A. o ~E"'V €K t'Y)s 17'c<.cd'-ul-s?JS J.1.dtct crcffxcx 

;,cyivv") ~o,c 1 6 &' iK t1Js E,\ Ev f3/p:xs cf(' "ti')s 
t•7j{.,'f.1re:A.Lcxs L/E'/E>v·r;-&cJ. "Now on the one hand he who is 

of the bondmaiden is born according to the flesh, but he who is of the 

free is born by way of promise." Paul's employment of ellipsis helps 

to emphasize the fact that Isaac's birth was by means of divine promise. 

The reader has already been alerted to the s_uggestion of an ellip- , 

sis of repetition occurring in 4:25. It was suggested that one supply 

the phrase £'ts c:S o v A. et.~ v I EV v D a-'ol , "which begets to· slavery, 11 from 

4:24. We would read verse 25 complete with supplement thus: 

\ _\'- '\ (.L\ '\ . ) .s:'· . .,, ~ /\ 
_t._c, Uc /-\ -Vo,,o [ E'_cs OD uA_Cl~Vy--EVVWo-o<] L ( vex 
) I J d, I J t_ ....... ).I\ / IL ) J' ") / 
opos, p-o-tcv e~ --.]7 ,r,S;~_pscx L cl~ o,c v)... £,lC< v ,, 

y E.· v,v l...J er c<J cr:u~LXc:l,. & tr; v ~v J7ouGrc<A·~ [ ff<. 8ouA£lrxV y,:.vvw<ry?J 
8oukvn l(;'"t_ jlf..:f:iJ.. lt...JV fr1<.V wV av-t'Y/s. Now Hagar in servitudinal 
begetting ref lee ts Mt. Sinai -in Arabia ~hich through the gi vi_ng 
of the law begets (Israel) unto slavery. This parallels -those 
in the "now" Jerusalem who· still remain in that line of servi
tudinal begetting to the law's demands, for she (Jerusalem) 
remains in law-servitude al~ng with her children. 
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The phrase ties together Hagar, Mt. Sinai, and the "now" Jerusalem. 

In using r· Ls c-5 ov l El~ V I EV t/ w cro< as a supplement for the 

ellipsis, we continue Paul's idea of (1) a covenant that enslaves and 

(2) the figure of "motherhood". which continues to beget children to the 

slavery of the law's demands. 

In 4:27b the contrast of the children of "the barren woman" and 

tO(\ "she who has an husband" is described. We may readily supply 

ti K V d. to complete the ellipsis occurring in the last phrase. We read 
Cl \ '\ '\ -l- \ 

the verse complete with the supplement thus: oil 7ro /l ACX cot. 
,,. 

-t e K Ve,i.. t-fs 
) / 

c·xou <rr;s "Because many (are) the children 

of the barren woman more than the children of she who has an husband." 

At 5:5 we read, "For in connection with Christ Jesus neither 

circumcision counts anything nor uncircumcision, but faith working ef

fectually by means of love." We may repeat the phrase t (. 
"counts anything," in order to complete the ellipsis. We would then 

) 

read, EV 
) / 

LcrxU('L 

dl' 

I; ;a xf l a--i:,? "I '}croU oUL£ ?r7xt'Jl-rf tL 

oUtt dlfJ>of u a--t(o< Cic / 0-1_ iln:J~ ~A\cl 
J I ) / ,) ./ ] 

cxyd 1r·rys cVff 1o·o/' t:V7? flt. l.v_xV£L • "For in Christ 

Jesus neither circumcision counts anything nor does uncircumcision 

count anything but faith effectually worki_ng by means of love counts 

everything." The emphasis lies in the weakness of both circumcision 

and uncircumcision in the light of Christ's accomplishment of righteous

ness for those who believe. It is faith that works effectually thr~ugh 
) / 

love and cc L{.J,X_VE{,, "counts for somethi_ng," vitually everythi_ilg. 
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) I 

In quoting Lev. 19: 18 in 5: 14, Paul underscores ~ r o-. 1-r 'l , 

"love," as the means by which we "serve our neighbor" and so "fulfill 

the whole law." 
Jj\ I , 1 / C 

we read, .r-vyc1--,rr;o--us tov .Jt' sryo--wv cro v [.,JS, 

,/ 
~ t:cru t: ov. "Love your neighbor as yourself." We need to repeat the 

) / 

verb oc·r1-:Tr '7dElS to complete the ellipsis. Paul's employment of the 

ellipsis here helps to emphasize that natural spirit of loving conta

gion which should underlie one's "service" toward his neighbor even as 

it automatically arises in serving his own bodily welfare. 

The_ description of the struggle involving the "spirit lusting 

against the flesh" and "the flesh lusting against the spirit" occurs 

in 5:17. The antagonistic relationship is further amplified with the 

help of ellipsis. We read, --ry· Y{)(f a'~f 5 e1T'(. Bur,;< l(d.-trJ

toV ·1YVco/-cdos 1 -Lo' cS; 1t'V rUyo< H..ol.Ld tfjs tr'af µ_ J.s 
"For the flesh lusts against the spirit and the spirit _against the 

J ri " 
flesh." In repeati_ng the verb f:7(f. DV? E·c from the first clause we may 

thus complete the ellipsis in the apodosis. 
J D I \ 

Here the word E?rlU'VJA~W -is connected with }>fo(t ex , _against 
• i.e., to desire that which is against, or contrary to. 

The same verb is used both of the flesh and of the spirit (i.e., 
the new nature), and the Ellipsis of the verb with reference to 
the latter enables it to· be used in its bad sense with regard 
to the flesh and in a good sense with regard to the spirit: ••• 41 

) J I /1 J 8 I 
At 6: 10 an intensification of E'f r<X w re Cl<X -t d (j.lc( D V 

"let us work the_ good," may be seen. Paul speaks of "working the_ good 

toward all men" but then enhances greatly that same action with refer

ence to Christian brothers. We read the verse complete with supplement: 

41 11· 88 89 Bu inger, pp. , • 
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.J E '/J 1 11 ._j.. , _; 11) \. , / .,...,t_ 1 '\ (' \ 

fro< j ~J/,.AJ'C/o<.' CO C(VC{DOV 7,poS 7(0..'VCd-.S~OU\,C<Ytd- OE . 
;, /,,1 . , ) I "' I , ~ _[q:;z_q ~ E' 0~ -Lo o<. f..d. f3°v J 7rfc)S ·to us I-< !.'t.. o us t71 s 

1r'l <Yt Ho.s. "Let us work the good toward all (men), but especially 

let us work the good toward those of the household of faith." By omit-

) 'P / /l 
ting Ef r cx_ j w r £ t:f o<. in the second clause I Paul employs ellipsis and 

helps to strengthen this intensification of "working the good." 

In 6:14 Paul directs our attention to a proper kind of boasting, 

a boasting which is bold to confess a personal faith in connection with 

the cross of Jesus Christ. Through this "cross-boasting" Paul is able 

to crucify the world to himself and be himself crucified to the world. 

We read the verse complete with the supplement for the ellipsis: f:... c> 

"Through which the world is crucified to me and I also am 

crucified to the world." 

Because of the cross this whole world has been crucified for 
Paul. He has written it off as a basis for gloryi,ng and trust. 
Christ teaches him to turn his back upon all other things, however 
desirable and mighty they may be. The word to crucify points to 
the absoluteness of the contrast. The glory of the world is 
absolutely, radically objectionable; it is dead, obliterated (cf. 
Phil. 3:7,8). This fact has a subjective as well as an objective 
aspect: and I unto the world. In him, too, that crucifyi.ng takes 
the place of everythi.ng that went out to the world as a basis 
for vindication and trust. Because he has learned to put all his 
hope and confidence in Christ, the world has nothing with which 
to charm him and bind him to itself. 42 · 

Paul helps us to see the contrast more clearly between "dead world" and 

"dead self to the world" by the·use of ellipsis. 

In the next verse, 6:15, as if paralleling the thought of 5:6, 

Paul repeats the "worthlessness" of circumcision and uncircumcision, 

42Ridderbos, pp. 224,225. 
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this time in comparison to the "new creation." 
JI ' 

We note, ovtE yo/~ 
!- CT t. ( V O tf i E b, Krf V crt: (u._ L -t ( f o' t (VJ ,r'ff L to/ ,f cl/ 

~ AA~ I / L-- t / .) -I- J /-{ t c o-t. s - · l E er c l v . "For neither is 

circumcision anything nor is uncircumcision anything, but the new crea

' J tion is something! " By supplying -t. l £ crt ( v we may complete the 

ellipsis. In connection with "boasting," Paul reiterates another way 

of illustrating the full worth of true boasting. The ellipsis helps 

to provide a clearer contrast of the principle parts involved. It is 

not whether one is circumcized or uncircumcized which counts, but that 

/ ) 

one is a new creation it E er' t t. V • 

') / 

we may also supply the ellipsis occurri_ng in 6: 16: € l f 7) V '7 
) J ) t ' \ )/ 1 ' r 1 1 

\. .,,, ) ' 
c."71 <XV ous /-i c<. C. c /l. EQS) K.d L __ E'c;i') V 'Y) Mo..L EA.. EOS E"11 l 

t;v iicrpcx~). toV 0coD "Peace (be) upon them and mercy, 

and peace and mercy (be) upon the Israel of God." 

In this benediction, then, the apostle has the readers of his let
ter, in so far as they walk by the new rule, in mind, but from 
them its scope goes out to include in the widest sense all be
lievers whatsoever, the new people of God. 43 

' . Paul uses Ho L epexegetically to show that "them" (those whom Paul 

says "shall live accordi_ng to this canon") and the "Israel of God" are 

one and the same. The ellipsis helps to emphasize this intended sense. 

Semiduplex Oratio 

Complex situations may also occur where an ellipsis needs to be 

supplied by repeating a work or words. Semiduplex oratio is that figure 

"in which an Ellipsis in the first of two members has to be supplied 

from the second, and at the same time an Ellipsis in the second member 

43Ibid., p. 227. 
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has to be supplied from the first. 1144 We may find the following exam

ple helpful in clarifying the figure: "Mother was angry with John; 

but David stayed out of the mud puddles." There are two main ellipses 

in this sentence. First there is the omission with reference to 

Mother's "anger." The first states the anger and the second omits it. 

Secondly, there is the omission with reference to the reason behind 

Mother's angered response. The first clause omits it while the second 

clause retains it. In supplying the ellipses we read, Mother was 

angry with John because he did not.stay out of the mud puddles; but 

David stayed out of the mud puddles and Mother was not angry with him. 

We may see similar examples employed by Paul in Galatians. 

At 4:25 and 26 we read, 

f_o' df:' A_r;r :'.> (V~ ~l°S }crt(v ~v-/_ff'rfl:X 
~lJuio/Y€C Ji t-fj vu~ JE?ovcrctAJJ)J..) dovA.EVEC: lo/: 

~£LC:. -2-~v i/'Kvwv cxDtfjs. -1 J/livl,) 'Iyiovo-'(XXY}_? 
E. A,rtJ 0EJ»- [ rl ,: v) o/? t ls ~ vt l v ;nf t,f 17/J' w v . Now the 
Hagar is Mt. Sinai in Arabia, and it corresponds to the "now" 
Jerusalem, for she slaves along with her children. But the 
"above" Jerusalem is free, who is our mother. 

As in the illustration above, we have two ellipses here. The word VVV 

means "present," and by way of suggestion it supplies the ellipsis in 

verse 26 with the concept of "eternity," "past, present, and future." 

The word d v w means "above, " "spiritual, " and by way of suggestion 

it furnishes us the supplement for the ellipsis in verse 25: "earthly." 

The intended sense of the passage would then be, 

Now the Hagar is Mt. Sinai in Arabia, and it corresponds to the 
earthly and "now" Jerusalem, for she slaves along with her children. 

44 11· 110 · Bu inger, p. • 
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But the eternal and "above" Jerusalem is free, who is our 
mother. 

At 6:2 and 5 we note, ~ A-A,jAwv tc1.\ ,/3rlrrr) j3cxa--
l ,I I I 

'to:f'ctE ··· EKcurtos lo/ -to' fdcov B°f b~v j]cxa-tC:cru. 
"Bear one another's burden. for each one shall bear his own bur-

den. " We may use the two tenses of the verbs /J ~ o-l ~ J £ t E__ and 

p .J. I 
F)dO-LcJ (J E l to supply the ellipses. The editor of John Albert 

Bengel's Gnomon clarifies the semi-duplex oratio thus: "The present 

is understood in ver. 4, where the future is used; and the future is 

understood in verse 2, where the present is used. 1145 We would read 

the two verses as follows: "Let each bear one another's burden now 

and in the future. For each one will bear even as he bears 

now his own load." 

Asyndeton 

Asyndeton is that figure of speech which is characterized by the 

omission of the conjunction 11 and." We may ~glicize the figure and 

call it "no-ands." 

When the figure Asyndeton is used, we are not detained over 
the separate statements, and asked to consider each in detail, 
but we are hurried on over the various matters that are mentioned, 
as tho.ugh they were of no account, in comparison with the. great 
climax to which they lead up, and which alone we are thus asked 
by this ~igure to emphasize.46 

There are two primary examples of asyndeton in Galatians. Both 

occur in Chapter 5. 47 The first list describes the works of the flesh, 

45 
John Albert Be.ngel, Gnomon of the New Testament, vol. 4, 

(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1873), p. 55. 
46Bulli.nger, p. 137. 
47see Eadie, pp. 419-20,-and Lenski, pp. 284-88, for a description 

of the four divisions into which "the works of the flesh" fall. 
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adding one work after the other without conjunctions, 5:19-21. The 

climax to which these works lead is that "all those who continually do 

such works shall not inherit the kingdom of God." 

The second primary example of asyndeton follows immediately after 

the first. At 5:22 Paul describes "the fruit of the Spirit." The 

emphatic point to which this asyndetic list leads is that "there is no 

law against such." "For those who are of Christ Jesus (genitive of 

possession) have crucified the flesh with its passions and unbridled 

lusts." (5: 24) 

Other examples of asyndeton may be given in which Paul omits the 

use of conjunctives in order to drive home his point. At 2:6 Eadie 

48 alerts us to an example of asyndeton. 
( ,,... / 

0 '710( Ol 
-~ 

]10tE 7JO-t.XV 

, 0 , <' n / 1 ( .o , J 11 / 
0 U o c V _/J 0(. cJ c. ct Ct c? C {. • 1rp O a-' W ·710 V C? (J £ OS (X V CJ JJ w ?1' 0 U 

o ·0 \7J3J V Et.. "Whatsoever persons they once were makes no 

difference to me. God does not receive the face of a man." There is 

no connective particle between "it makes no difference" and "face." 

Paul's own attitude toward the reception of people parallels God's 

reception and is emphasized by means of asyndetic structure. 

At 4: 31 and 5: 1 Ridderbos s_l.1:ggests: "By means of asyndetic 

statement the apostle gives force to his expression of the principle 
) ) \ c5 I 

of freedom. 1149 cS'( ~) O d£ A¢ o/~ 0 u k. f ~re V 710 l <..0--Kr)S 

t,f f<\l(j. ~l)~ ·t~s J~ cu0/rcxs. {-j ~ 1-fv0c;Pli --r;}J-&S' 

X;:; c er t Os ~_,\ r- u e:0t..)C,£ v. "Wherefore, brothers, we are not chil -

dren of the slave woman but of the free woman. For freedom Christ has 

48 a· 120 Ea ie, p. • 

49Ridderbos, p. 185. 
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freed us." The lack of connective particles between "the free woman" 

and "for freedom" constitutes the asyndeton. 

( \ c-' X '7-At 5:24 and 25 we note: O l C>c tou '_f)l o--f:ou ___ 170-ou 

t ijv o--Jf f,l.a €er-to Jfwif()(V o-vv loZs ?(Ql..0r/?curcv K.cxl 

t ,--.. ) ,(') / ) Y-.. I 

CH s E'?Tl D'v_J). ldLS. ~ C j o/ E' V 1/V cV)-Kx -t ( . . . . "For those 

of Christ have crucified the flesh with its sufferings and with its 

passions. If we live in the spirit (and we certainly do). II There 

is no conjuctive between "passions" and "If we live." 

At 5:25 and 26 we have: 

" 

Spirit. Let us not be vainglorious ••• " 

let us also walk in the 

Paul speaks of letting 

our lives flow from a "spiritual keeping in line," ~t O( X / w . 

One's relationship with reference to his brother is negatively empha

sized with the omission of the connective particle between "let us 

walk" and "Let us not be vainglorious ••.• " 

At 6:1 and 2 Paul emphasizes the positive characteristic of the 
.-, 

Christian brotherhood with the ellipsis of the conjunctive. 0-- K olfl..JV 

o--ux u'"t/,v, p-rJ KO.L' crv' 1YEC,P&cr0 js. /DJ7),,l_1. . .w id f'o/1,; j301rr-

t c:_ J E t. E • • • • • "Be careful yourself lest you also be tempted. 

Bear one another's burden, • II There is no connective particle 

between "you be tempted" and "one another's." 

Asyndeton may also be employed to indicate a transition of thought 

from one subject to another. Such occurrences may be identified at 3:1, 

3:15, 4:12, 4:21, and 5:2. 

At 3: 1 after writi_ng about the "impossibility" of a righteousness 

comi_ng by the law and maki_ng Christ's death "without cause," Paul 
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begins immediately to address the Law-Gospel controversy as it exists 
~ 

}n ) I -t- 7' A_~..L ( -t/s z5).,{..6--S 
among the Galatians. .) C. ex v o Y) <-Cf. l 1. ex ccx ,) 1/ 

) ') ,,, ~ E..j.::5 ex d J-<.c< VE\, , "O unthinking Galatians, who has bewitched you?" 

The transition from Christ's death J'w f £ ~ v to (:;(yf;Y) tot<- Tex )._c( toe C. 

is emphasized by the lack of connective particles. 

At 3:14 where Paul speaks concerning the blessing of Abraham and 

Cl \ ) ) / 

its extension to the nations, he writes: (Vo. YY)V £11a..rrc/l(_0<.Y 

f._ou 'l(VE~e1.tos >..dtfJ~cV dl~ t-rys ;Iler£ EWS I "in order 

that we might receive the promise of the Spirit by the faith." With

out hesitating Paul continues with an illustration from the legal 

world. There are no connective particles to suggest a smooth transition 

or a comparative contrast. ~ J' £A.¢ o L 1 J,{O('C~ btv{faw rtro V A f yw, 
"Brethren, I speak according to human circumstances." Our attention 

is arrested by the employment of asyndeton. 

At 4: 11 we read: cj) o j3 o VJ-lac. 0,i-O.s )A r; 

l·< £ k o 11 (ex ~ex c./ s ?~ex s • Pt' v E. rr6t: W5 

1-rws 

fear lest I have toiled among you in vain. Become as I (am). 

"I 

II 

As if he dare not lift his pen or halt the progression of his thoughts, 

Paul hurries on. The asyndeton is unmistakable. The emphasis lies in 

the transition from that of Paul's fear for the hopelessness of the 

Galatians' situation to that of a case of pastoral admonition to 

them to become as he himself, one who is free from the law's demands. 

At 4:21 Paul introduces an objective Scriptural appeal after 

making a personal appeal. He attempts to turn the Galatian Christians 

away from Judaistic l_egalism. "The substance as well as the absence 
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50 /\ I t I of a connective indicate the beginning of a new section. 11 
• Ef € E 

"Tell me you who wish to be under law •.•• " 

Affecting Sense 

Meiosis -- Litotes 

Meiosis is a figure of speech in which "one thing is diminished 

in order to increase another thing. 1151 Meiosis also gives emphasis 

"not to the smallness of the thing thus lessened, but to the importance 

of that which is put in contrast with it. 1152 Litotes is another name 

by which meiosis may be called and it is most often identified by its 

"} 
use of Ou , "no" or "not." 

A. T. Robertson has identified ten cases of litotes in Acts. 53 

One may use these examples as a means of attempti_ng to describe and 

identify litotes as Paul employs that figure in Galatians. 

) . ' 
Acts 1:5 -- ov yEto< 

\,\ J-1- C " 
110 IL llCXS CC)! V <.,c;{..S 'Zlu_sP 0. s 

"Not after many days •.• " 

"no small dissension and debate" 

, "not 

the common miracle" 

50 . . Lenski, p. 232. 

51 11· 155 Bu inger, p . • 

52Ibid. 

53A. T. Robertson,~ Grammar of the New Testament in.the Light· 
of Historical Research, (New York: Hodder and Stoughton,. l923), p. 1205. 
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19:23 

19:24 

21:39 

/ J J 'I / 
"t cxf Cl X OS O Uk OA '-7 os , "no small disturbance" 

olJ k 6) tjl')v lt7o1.cr lo<V. "no small work" 
} 1 / 1, \ ,lt 

o v K a,. o- r; jJ- o u 'if o "- £ ws ·1t o I\. (_ '] S "no 

unimportant city-state" 

2 7 : 14 --~ ct. ' O iJ 110 A V , "after not much (time) " 

27:20 --xE:lfwvos t.E 00K 6\/7ou I "no small 

tempest" 

28: 2 -- 0 iJ t )Jv tux oU 0--(X V rp l Arx V fJfw 1'( Lex v. 

"no ordinary kindness" 

) 

Most often, Ou I-<. plus 
:) '\ / 

OACyos is used to denote "not few" or 

"not little." The emphasis thus falls on the intended meaning "very 

much," "very many," "long (time)" and "very great." Thus in 14:28 the 

sense is "a long time;" in 15:2, "very much dissension and debate;" in 

19:23, "a great disturbance;" 19:24, "very much business;" and in 27:20 

the litotes emphasizes "a great tempest." 

) ''I / '\ / In contrast, we find o U plus 1t01V\{XS or o/OA..U used to show a 

limited amount of time. In Acts 1:5 o~ 710/'-A ;_S indicates 

11·right away;" in 27:14, oJ '77'oAJ means "soon." Ou) plus some case 

of the participle "t.vyova-tJ.5 indicates somethi_ng "unusual," "out-of-the

ordinary .11 Thus in 19:11 we have an "extraordinary miracle;" in 28:2 

an "unusual display of kindness," in the sense of above and beyond the 

normal display of kindness. 
) 

Finally, one also finds the use of ou 
) 

or O v I,< coupled with a 

noun or verb which have been augmented with an alpha-privative. Thus 

in 21:39 we notice that the combination of "not" plus "unimportant" is 

used as a litotes to emphasize this city-state's "renown," or "importance." 
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) 

One cannot help noticing the consistent use of the negative OV 

) 

(or OV K ) in all of the examples Robertson cites from Acts. This is 
,, 

not to say, however, that the negative f'"l is never used. Some 

/ 

commentators suggest a litotes involving JJ"-17 • Be that as it may, the 

general pattern of litotes is o 0 with 6A !:yos, ?foA..v', ?YoAA~s, 

t. vx ou crcx5, or some word prefixed with an alpha-privative. 

In Gal. 3:15-16 Paul uses an illustration from the "legal" world. 

He writes concerning the impossibility of disannulling or making addi

tions to a man's last will and testament which has been ratified. In 

3:17 this illustration is applied. Paul argues that "The covenant which 

had been ratified previously by God, the law, which came four hundred 

and thirty years later, does not disannul (it)." Here we find a case 
) :::, ,.... 

of litotes in the words o VI-< CX K~ot, "does not disannul." As in 
) J / 

Acts 23: 19, o u 0.0-·9;;-ov, "no unimportant (city), 11 so here one sees 
) ) ,.... 

that oUt<. DtKVf OL is a litotes. Paul is sayi_ng that the law defi-

nitely cannot disannul the covenant God made. 
) (' / 

In 4: 12 we find a similar example of litotes. We read, o V d EV 

J e ~ du~ rf crci C E , "You did me no injustice. " Here the negative 

) t' I 

particle lies in the OV aE V • The verb contains the alpha-privative, 

) \' l ) ("/ 

CX-ol}-(E'W. Ridderbos offers the suggestion that OVc>E'V )--1-c 

) (' / 

7J OLi<r}o--'o.tE "is a kind of litotes: I cannot say that I had reason• 

54 55 to complain of you." Also Bengel and Lenski concur in this 

opinion. 

54 'd b 165 . f Ri der os, p. in a ootnote. 

55 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 35. 
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The negative statement to the effect that the Galatians had done 
Paul no wrong is in fact a litotes: they had treated him pro
perly, how very properly he describes in the following lverses). 
Because of the way in which the Galatians had hitherto treated 
Paul he feels that they will now heed his request (v. 12); they 
will surely not wrong him now. 56 

In 5:7 Lenski suggests another example of litotes. We note,J)._'Y/ 
\ 

7rE: c
1 

6ea-0cx c, "not to obey. 11 
"' For you to start not to obey the truth' 

is really a litotes which is milder because it states only what was 

being omitted instead of what was being committed. 1157 One hesitates 

to acknowledge Lenski's argument in the light of what has already been 

presented. It may, however, be a case of tapeinosis. 

) 

No other example of litotes employing o V in conj unction with 

)·," ,, "'\'\'\ ~ ~ o,,cyos, 'JfOAU, 1'0/\AO<S, cV_XOLJO-(;(..S and a word with an alpha-

privative is to be found in Galatians. Where an author has identified 

an example of litotes beyond the limits of this description, then more 

than likely it may be identified as tapeinosis or antenantiosis, figures 

which employ the negative to emphasize an opposite idea. 

Tapeinosis -- Antenantiosis 

Closely related to meiosis, or litotes, is the figure of speech 

known as tapeinosis or antenantiosis. We may describe the two thus: 

This ~igure, tapeinosis, differs from Meiosis in that in 
Meiosis one thing is diminished in order, by contrast, to in
crease the greatness of -artother, or somethi_ng else. 

Whereas, in Tapeinosis the thing that is lessened is the 
th . h. h . . d d . t ' f' d SB same i_ng w ic 1.s increase an in ens1. 1.e • 

56 k' 217 Lens 1, p. • 

57 b'd 264 ~-, p. . 

58 11· 159 Bu i_nger, p. • 
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This difference is illustrated in the following examples. 

Meiosis: "Chuck's part in the play was no big deal." The suggestion 

is that another player had a more significant role to play. Tapeino-

sis: "Chuck's portrayal of the gardener was not 'hammed-up'." Here 

the suggestion is that the portrayal itself was excellently executed. 

How do we distinguish meiosis and litotes on the one hand and 

tapeinosis and antenantiosis on the other? OJ ) 

or o U/-<. 

11o)~s, 71 o AV , t vxov~cx5, or some noun or verb prefixed with the 

alpha-privative, yield an example of meiosis or litotes. If, however, 

U
) . • • 

0 is used with an antonym the figure is identified as tapeinoisis or 

antenantiosis. 

In reply to the question, "How is your wife?", the answer may be, 

"She is not well." The "not well" is an example of tapeinosis where 

the emphasis lies on the wife's illness: She is very sick. Or, in 

contrast, one might· answer, "She is not bad." There again tapeinosis 

is used to express the reverse situation: She is feeling fine. These 

are examples of tapeinosis or antenantiosis. 

Lyi.ng and its opposite, to tell the truth, are antonymical con-

cepts. In Gal. 1:20 Paul employs this use of tapeinosis: 
o, 
otc 

) \ \ 
l-O o V 

"Behold 

before God I lie not! " 0 ?.J "?Ir- Ir: plus I t·voO)l<:xL emphasizes the fact that 

Paul is telling the truth. 

In 2: 5 Paul's use of tapeinosis emphasizes a temporal des.ignation • 
.,,c' ) _(' \ Cl JI t' t .__ ( i ,. 

We read, OlS OU OE ?Tf OS wpo. V Et .)3/-EJr (~ V'/(O CXJ?J 

"To whom we. gave place in the way of subjection not for an hour. " The 

employment of the figure draws our attention to the fact that from the 
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very moment of his meeting with the rest of the apostles Paul and Barna-

bas were on equal grounds with the rest of the apostles at Jerusalem. 

In 2:6 two examples of tapeinosis occur: 
?A , 

1(0 8d ·twv 
-,' / 

CoKouvtwv £(_ V(j.( tc "But of those who seemed to be something." 

A similar expression occurs in 6:3, where the Apostle again uses the 

same verb: EL y~p c)OkEC. 

cjJ;> EV CX JYC\ -t_ 0 E~?< Vi_ o\r. 

.,., 
WV 

"For if a man thinks himself to be 

something when he is nothing, he deceives himself." In 2:6 Paul is 

emphasizing by implication what is clearly expressed in 6:3. These men 

are actually nothing. They are nothing in comparison to what the 

Judaizers are trying to suggest concerning the supposed elevation of 

Peter and James over Paul and Barnabas. 

In 2:16 a second example of tapeinosis occurs. Here Paul uses a 

Hebraism, 7T'jo
1

crw 1YO v 'Ao/"f C:vc.c , "to show favor," or negatively, 

"to show partiality. ,, Here the bad connotation, "to show partiality, " 

is expressed. 0 lJ with ·7'( f10
1 

cT"' w ,r o v A°'J'/JC: v El emphasizes God' s 

1' / ( (\ "\ 
impartiality with r_egard to men whom he chooses. /If O a- w ?foV O OEDS 

, literally, "Man's face God does not 

receive." 

Cephas and the others are condemned by Paul when they show them

selves prejudiced in their behavior toward the Gentiles. In 2:14 Paul 

indicates by the use of tapeinosis that they indeed were walking err-

ingly, crookedly. We read: 
) J ,,,--.. \,.., "\ -1-'---

ov K Of Cf o 77' o CJ OV o-C V '7105 ,_:ry V 

cilv1yE)/021. "They do not walk uprightly accord-

i_ng to the truth of the Gospel." "Their conduct did not match the 
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truth of the gospel, nor did that truth match their conduct. The two 

59 were out of line, badly so." 

In Gal. 2:16 the intensity with which Paul treats the law's 

condemnation of man is clearly indicated in his employment of tapeinosis. 

we note, o ·0 cS' L t< ~ t o V to l H-- v 8 p w ·;Yo s ~ _5 f:;i y v-> v V 1/ tJ v. 

"A man is not justified by works of law." The ov c~ tk'.O(WLJ io.L reflect 

man's real condition in the face of the law. He is still under God's 

severe judgment. Paul concludes this verse with the same thought. 

Quoting Ps. 143:2, he offers Scriptural testimony for the law's weakness 

and every man's position in relationship to that law: 

"By works of law shall not be justi-

fied all flesh." The word order itself adds intensity. Man still stands 

condemned before God by works of law. 

) I ( / ) / 

At 3: 10 we read: E.'?1t.. k C\ t..r>pot. t os 1,Js as o vu. 9?J. £ v Fl 

71:vLV l:l.., rrt//~
1

VOCIS iv{~ /Jc.fi\ /~, toD 
V~u o·u to u 1(oc '7 o-tX L o -u t. o.. "Cursed (is) everyone who does 

not continue to remain in all which is written (for last~ng effect) in 
1 ) / 

the book of the law to do them." Ouk with J1/f VEl is an example of 

tapeinosis which shows the grip of the law's demands. This quotatio~ 

from Deut. 27: 26 emphasizes the continuous "doi_ng" of the law in oppo

sition to faith-acquired righteousness. We may say that instead of 

1 J I 
encouragi_ng a response of hope, o·u K t/f Ev E c helps to e_ngender 

paralyzi_ng fear. 

59 k' 99 Lens 1., p. • 
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60 0 0, / 
Gal. 3: 20 may be an example ·of 1i totes. o £ jJ- c er l. t ?JS 

( \ ) 

Evos OUK "Now a mediator 

is not of one, but God is one." However, after studying Bullinger's 

definitions of litotes and tapeinosis, we are lead to believe that this 

( \ ) )/ t is an example of tapeinosis. In the phrase €VO 5 o'lJI< €CT · u1 , Paul 

may be implying the idea that a mediator functions between two parties, 

as was the situation when God delivered His law to Israel "using angels 

and the hand of a mediator." This phrase is to be contrasted with 

"God is one." God hands out the promise with 

no intermediary functionary. The employment of tapeinosis would re

flect the contrasting emphasis that a mediator definitely serves two 

differing parties. 

In 4:8 we find another example of tapeinosis. The Galatians" pre

vious state of ignorance is described by the phrase "not knowing." 

) A 'I\ '. ~ -I I t \ .) ) _\ .... I --...I. F\ 1\ A V\ ( cJ .. f jA- € V OU 1-< f· C O O L t-S 
n , .)J , / , t .--
opov E' o-u A c·v ifo.''tc cJlS 

¢1-fo-el/3/ oiJ"ulV 8co7s "But then at that time 

when you did not know God, you served by nature those who were not 

gods." The o~K EtJc{tts is an example of tapein6sis emphasizi_ng 

the fact that they had indeed been ignorant of God. 

In 4: 14 we have another example of tapeinosis: '5)7 Ao v o-'(V 7!/cis 
o 1; ko:\ £:Js , "They are zealous of you (in) ~ good (way)." The 

desire of those who are "bewitching" Galatian Christians is bad, aw

fully bad. Instead of being zealous in good things, the Judaizers are 

attempting to close the Galatians off from showing zeal to no one but 

60 
See Supra, p. 42. 
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the Judaizers themselves. Paul shows their thoroughly evil intent by 

employing tapeinosis: 

We suggest that 5:18 yields an example of tapeinosis rather than 

an example of litotes: s '\ 
OE 

"If, then, you are lead by the Spirit, 

you are not under law." 
( \ ,I 

In Galatians, Paul's use of v,-;o VO/DV is 

distinctly a ~egative concept as it relates to the declar-

61 atory justification of a sinner by God. This example of tapeinosis 

emphasizes the positive aspect of the spirit of the Christian's free-

dom, "serve others out of love." 

Syllogismus 

Simply stated, the ~igure syllogismus is an omission of the 

conclusion. 

It falls into this division because it is a ~igure of Rhe
toric, in which something is•omitted for the sake of emphasis. 
It is not the omission of words, as such as in Ellipsis; or of 
sense, as in Meiosis or Tapeinosis; but it is a figure in which 
the premisses sic are stated, but the conclusion is omitted, 
and left to the imagination to enhance and heighten the effect; 
as when we say, "it can be better i~agined than described. 11 62 

We give the following illustration as an example of syllogismus. 

Premise: An open door is an invitation to mosquitoes and flies! 

Premise: A closed door keeps flies and mosquitoes out! 

Premise: The door is closed. 

The conclusion is omitted and we have an example of syllogismus. Were 

one to supply the conclusion we would have: Therefore the flies and 

61 . ( \ I 

Cf. Gal. 3:23-24 where V1i'o VO_,J--LoV is a confini_ng, re-
stricti_ng power, N C:y os itself is the "custodian." 

62 11· 163 Bu ~nger, p. • 
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mosquitoes are being kept outside. The conclusion may be thus entirely 

omitted for the sake of emphasis. 

J ' 

At 3:18 we read: ct. Yo/ 
) 

f:k 

:, , ., ) \/ 

o ·v t-< E "t. L E 5 f'1YCY..Y,rE /l (C( S'· i:w 
(_ 

\<f x;t I_ a-i(j( 
( 

0 "For if the inheritance (is) by the law, (it 

is) no longer by promise. Now God gave (it) with _lasting result to 

Abraham through promise." We may state the syllogism thus: 

law.) 

Premise: If the inheritance came by law, then 

Premise: it is no longer coming by way of promise. 

Premise: But God gave it to Abraham through promise. 

(Conclusion omitted: Therefore the inheritance is not from the 

With reference to the omission of the conclusion Lightfoot comments, 

"the conclusion is so self-evident that it does not need to be ex-

63 pressed." We thus have a clear example of syll_ogismus. 

Enthymeme 

We may note that "in Enthymeme, the conclusion is stated and one 

· 64 
or both of the premisses [sic] omitted.'' Be_ngel observes: 

The ~ogical Enthymeme is an incomplete and cut-short mode 
of drawing a conclusion, without an express proposition or 
assumption .••• It is a kind of compendious way of drawing 
a conclusion, and can easily gS reduced to the mode (form) of 
a full and perfect Syllogism. 

63 . hf 262 Lig toot, p. . 

64 11· 67 Bu inger, p. 1 • 

65 John Albert Be_ngel, Gnomon in the New Testament, vol. 5, 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1873), p. 407. 
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At 2: 14 Lenski suggests we have an example of enthymeme. E Z a-' -V 

) 10 vd(X( 0~ -J-rr;p,rt.) V EfJ 1/(l<Zi_s /-{({; D ~,, ~ , J.v ()(ii. t<'w s :tnr, 1rWs t:C,, E 0v17 ~v"'r~£ 15 '.rood~ ;t,-, v; 

"If you being a Jew ethnically and yet live not as a Jew, how do you 

compel the Gentiles to act Jewishly?" 

In the apodosis, which is put into the form of a question, 
the deduction to be drawn from the "if" clause at once advances 
to the ultimate deduction. Paul does not stop and as, "How, then, 
canst thou now so significantly separate thyself from the Gentile 
Christians?" He leaps to the conclusion which this wrong conduct 
involves for all Gentile Christians: "How compellest thou the 
Gentiles to act Jew-like?" for that was what Peter was really 
doing. 66 

We illustrate the enthymeme with its omitted premise thus: 

Premise: If you being a Jew ethnically and do not live as a Jew, 

(Premise omitted: and yet you have now obviously separated your

self from the Gentile Christians because of the Judaizers,) 

Conclusion: How do you compel the Gentiles to live as Jews? 

67 E) 
At 3:21 B~ngel notes an example of enthymeme. l 

..) /;) / ( (' / y ,,... 
£doer~ V1/os o oUVO</'EVOS _:;~01roCY)~ClL 1 

I JI -';" ( (' I 

YOj-J ov o:v 'Y)V "I/ Ofkc<wcrvvr;- "For if a law would be given which 

would be able to make alive, the righteousness could come by means of 

law." ~gain we offer a completion to clarify the example of enthymeme: 

Premise: For if a law could be given which would be able to make 

alive, 

(Premise omitted: but there is no such law which could make alive,) 

Conclusion: then ~ighteousness would come by means of law. 

66 
k' 101 Lens 1, p. • 

67 B~ngel, vol.~, p. 29. 
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In both syllogismus and enthymeme Paul heightens the effect of his 

argument by means of omitting the conclusion or one of the premises. 



CHAPTER III 

FIGURES OF SPEECH INVOLVING ADDITIONS 

Figures of speech involving additions are most often identified 

by the repetition of words or meanings to emphasize an idea or call 

attention to the subject by way of comparison or contrast. Figures 

of speech invol vi.ng additions differ from figures of speech in vol vi.ng 

omission in their repetitive nature as well as in the fact that they 

may be more easily observed and identified. As in figures of speech 

in vol vi.ng omissions, so also figures of speech in vol vi.ng additions 

may be classified into two major division, those affecti.ng words 

and those affecting sense. 

Affecting Words 

Anaphora -- Epibole 

Anaphora "is so called because it is the repeati.ng of the same 

word at the beginning of successive clauses: thus addi.ng weight and 

emphasis to statements and a.rguments by calli.ng special attention to 

1 them." Epibole differs from anaphora in that it repeats several 

words or a whole phrase. 

'o' At Gal. 4:4 one may see a clear example of anaphora. tE 
(. 

0 

1Ethelbert w. Bulli.nger, Figures of Speech Used in the Bible, 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1968), p. 199. 

51 
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I ( \ I y~v o/ EVrJV 'V'i!'V V ~-U oV • 
11 But when the fullness of time came, God 

sent forth out his son, born of a woman, born under law. 11 John Eadie, 

in arguing for an identical meaning of }/ £ v 3/-t € vov in both places, 

states: 

For to change the meaning would lose the emphasis involved in the 
repetition •••. The apostle does not mean that after becoming 
man He did, by a distinct and additional voluntary act, place 
himself under law, but that by His very birth He becam~ subject 
to the law whose claims upon Him He willingly allowed. 

John Albert Bengel agrees with the emphasis that is placed upon 

h .. f / V / 3 
t e repetition o /EV~ e ot • R. C. H. Lenski says, " • • • we see 

what the participial statements declare, namely the Incarnation of the 

Son and his subjection to law. By means of these two God's Son accom-

plished our purchase and our liberation. 114 

is a clear example of anaphora. 

I 
The repetition of r€_-Vr E'//0 V 

As we examine Galatians for examples of epibole, we may cite 1:8,9; 

2:20; and 4:4,6 as examples of this figure. At 1:8,9, Paul lashes out 

with anathemas _against those who spread a 11 not-gospel. 11 He employs epi-

(I 

0 to emphasize 

that which is "contrary to" the one that he and Barnabas proclaimed and 

2John Eadie, Commentary on the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians, 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1894), p. 298. 

3 John Albert Bengel, Gnomon of the New Testament, vol. 4, 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1873), p. 32. 

4 
R. C.H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Paul's Epistle to the 

Galatians to the Ephesians and to the Philippians, (Minneapolis: 
Augsburg Publishing House, 1961), p. 200. 
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which they "had received." Lenski comments on this epibolic 

construction: 

But note the advance: "contrary to the one we preached to you" 
(v. 8) points to the bringing of the gospel to the Galatians; 
"contrary to the one you received" completes the bringing by 
noting the reception in true faith. This also fits the condi
tion of reality now empSoyed: the Galatians had in fact re
ceived the true gospel. 

At 2:20 one encounters Paul's familiar words, "I live, yet it is 

no longer I, but Christ lives in me. And the life I now live in the 

flesh, I live by faith in the Son of God who has loved me (and con

tinues to love) and who has given (with lasting result) Himself over 

on my behalf." 
'P I Y? .-. ('- \ J I ) I 

The verb ?ow is used four times: 7 w o E 01;1.a:t ( ~yw 

iv 9'02 XrcrtJs. 0 di viiv Jw Iv a--ctpJ.<./, 

Only the first two uses of tc/ w qualify as 

a description for the figure anaphora, as each begins its respective 

clauses. Lenski bri.ngs out the force of the repetitive emphasis when 

he says, 

His expiation on the cross became Paul's own when he was crucified 
with Christ, and this expiatio~ gave him God's verdict of acquit
tal. Thus Christ lived in him. Secondly, Christ lives in him so 
that his mind and will ever respond to Christ in thought, word, 
and deed. The former is justification, this latter is sancti
fication, the two are never separated just as life ang its mani
festations always occur together and are inseparable • 

..; \ 
~O 

J .J ' dlJ-LOV • "God sent forth out His Son ••. God sent forth out the 

5Ibid., p. 42. 

61bid., pp. 116,117. 
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Spirit of His Son." The repetition of the phrase "God sent forth out" 

is an example of epibole which emphasizes God's agency in achieving 

man's redemption. 

Polysyndeton 

7 "Polysyndeton is merely one special form of Anaphora: that is, 

it is a repetition of the same word at the beginning of successive sen

tences: but this is always one special word 'and 1
•

118 We explain its 

importance thus: 

When He [the Holy Spirit1 uses "many-ands," there is never 
any climax at the end. Instead of hurrying us on, breatililessty 
[as in asyndetonJ, to reach the important conclusion; we are 
asked to stop at each point, to weigh·: each matter that is pre
sented to us, and to 9onsider each particular that is thus 
added and emphasized. 

At 4: 10 we read: 1?)J EfetS 7,CJpcx t,7_(> E' t'o--&c 1-<rxt.' _JJ --Y) vcx.s 
\ ) ~ 

· HO'c. evuYuious. "You begin to keep days and months 

and seasons and years." This repetition of the "ands" is the primary 

example of polysyndeton in Galatians. Herman N. Ridderbos s_uggests an 

almost "ironical tinge" in the repetition of /o{_c<L as he relates the 

meanings of each of the four "elements" of time. 

Inasmuch as Paul's argument is entirely directed ~gainst Judaism, 
the days presumably refer to sabbath days, the months to the days 
of the new moon, the seasons to t~0 Jewish feasts, and the years 
to the sabbath and jubilee years. 

7 Supra, p. 51. 

8aulli_nger, p. 208. 

9Ibid. 

10 Herman N. Ridderbos, The Epistle of Paul to the Churches of 
Galatia, (Grand Rapids: wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1968), p. 162. 
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Paradiastole 

Paradiastole is a figure of speech which is identified by the re-

petition of the disjunctives "neither, nor" or "either, or." 

It differs from Polysyndeton, in that instead of a conjunction, 
the repeated word is a disjunctive, because ii denotes a sending 
along,.!,-~-, it separates and distinguishes. 

At 1:1 we read: lT~D Aos 

"Paul an apostle neither from men nor by man 

but by Jesus Christ and God the Father . . II 
) ) 

The o V 1-< • • • o u cf.~ 

exemplify paradiastole which disjunctively emphasizes the prepositions 
J .; 

o- 1Y .:J and O <-d- • 
) 

The o V }< . . . at Jr also stand in contrast to 

.) \ ' ' the adversative Cl. 1 , 1 \0; which draws our attention to that true source 

of Paul's apostolic authority. 

] ' ·, \ ) \ \ ) /') ' 
At 1: 12 we read: 0 Vd [' 7'/r {7t,.J "');' 0-rr.x o< V ct? w 1'r' (ju 

/ \ /J ) _j_ ,., ) I I "' / /1 ) .\ \ \ ' ) ) \ / - / 
11vp€itC'/)()jl OVlo I ov·u~ EckJ'o.x t::11;>V cj /\/l.cx 0( CX1'r'Or<o. 1w··rc'uJ-5, 

) .lr10-ov Xt ca-iou. "For r neither received it from man nor was 

) _(' ' taught (it) but by revelation of Jesus Christ." The o u o,:"" ••• 

o -~ t E exemplify the paradiastole. As in 1: 12 the adversati ve b A Ad 

is contrasted sharply with the paradiastolic disjunctives. The nega

tives emphasize the fact that Paul's gospel did not come by means of 

human agency, orally or formally; it came by way of revelation from 

Jesus Christ. 

J )f )T ) 
("\ \ 

0

£) ~ 7'JV1 At 3:28 we read: O uJ< fVl .- 0 U Jo-? 05 07.)0f:' 

) )/ 

cS'c.1 0 Aos 
.. \ l A e J fJ E pos) 

) ) I )/ 
c_-, u K l:VL o·~ck 0 U/, f'\/C. c< f v'F. V 

I 

l1 11· 238 Bu i_nger , p. • 
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\ e ,... \ I I \ r _.._ '? ) J X 
l.{Cl l IJAU I 'li'O' V'tE5 1"r ~ clS EL5 C er lE EV r l er i- c? 
)I ,.., 
·- --r; ~ V V. ~•For there is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave 

nor freeman, there is neither male nor female, for all of you are one 

in Christ Jesus."· The disjunctives 
) 

OV I< ) r \ 
OU a£ repeat the 

example of the paradiastolic figure three times in order to emphasize 

the one status of sonship which every Christian has in connection with 

Jesus Christ. 

At 4:14 we read: 

connection with my flesh you neither despised (me) nor spewed (me) out, 

but as an angel of God you received me. 11 The o V K . . . o L di disj unc

ti vely connect the verbs which describe social unacceptance. Paul's 

emphasis on a contemptible and distasteful attitude lies in decided 

contrast to th~ genuine attitude of acceptance that was shown by the 

Galatians toward Paul. One is alerted to the example of paradiastole 

by the combination of "neither" and 11 nor. 11 

At 5:6 we read: ~v /~f' 7ccrtf, 
&- 1-<f op v er t-L~ & A,;\~ 

"For in connection with Christ Jesus 

neither circumcision counts for anything~ uncircumcision but faith 

)I-.L il...L_ 
worki_ng effectually by means of love. 11 The bV C£. • • o lJ L-f' exemplify 

the figure of paradiastole. They disjunctively connect the unimpor-

tance of "circumcision" and "uncircumcision" as motivati_ng factors in 

the Christian's sanctification. The· adversative ~A-~ dramatically 
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highlights "faith in connection with Christ Jesus" as the only motiva-

tion for sanctified living. 
I ) 

At 6:15 Paul writes: tc f~o-tc.. V 

\ / 

1-<Cl( 1/7/ J-<-t (_ 0- lS "For 

neither circumcision is anything nor (is) uncircumcision, but a new 

creation." 
') f ) I 

The oV-1::.£ ••• O?J t~ once again exemplify a paradiastolic 

figure as in the previous example. The contrast of "circumcision" and 

"uncircumcision" with the "new creation" emphasize the new person that 

Paul is as a result of the "cross of Christ" and what it means for 

his life. 

Epistrophe -- Epiphoza 

Epistrophe is "a f_igure in which the same word or words are re-

peated at the·end of successive sentences or clauses, instead of (as 

' An h ) h b . . 1112 1.n ap ora at t e eg1.nn1._ng. Epiphoza may be identified in the 

same way as epistrophe. However, "Epiphoza is the figure of Epistrophe, 

13 when used rhetorically in attack or strong argument." 

"My little 

children, over whom _again I am in birthp~ngs until Christ be formed in 

you. I wish to be present with you now and to change my tone of voice, 
7 ( 

because I am disturbed about you. " The two E' v '~_c' v 

12Ibid., p. 241. 

13rbid., p. 244. 

phrases at 
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the end of each clause are an example of epistrophe. Obviously the 

figure is lost in translation. 

At 1:8 and 9 Paul's strongly worded curse upon those who teach 

"contrary to the gospel" exemplifies the figure of epiphoza. The b Yd./)~fUJ< 

) I 

~viwphrase at the end of each sentence constitutes the figure. 

At 3:4 we have, :>t 
£l 

) "" clJ-l..7l· "Have you suffered so much in vain? If indeed (it is) in 

vain." 
} .... 

The repetition of c'( g-r; constitutes the figure of epiphoza. 

Paul's appeal strongly suggests one which is charged with emotion. 

Epanadiplosis 

A word which begins and ends a sentence is the ~igure of epana-

diplosis. 

When this figure is used, it marks what is said as being comprised 
in.one complete circle, thus calling our attention to its solem
nity; givi_ng completeness of the statement that is made, or to 
~he truth e~}iffierated, thus marki_ng and emphasizing its 
importance. 

At 2:20 we note: X r cc,- t. 0 o-v VE a-l Ol·:r w ,?a L t; [:, d/ 
) ,. ') '- y.--. r•\ ) ) ' X -Li 

o·ur-<ctL r-;rwJ 77? OE EV 3/-lOl /)lo-'l.OS • 

In this verse the f_igure which is in the Greek, is lost in the 
translation owi_ng to the difference of idiom. In the Greek it 
reads: -- "Christ, I have been crucified together with, yet I 

15 live: and yet it is no longer I that live, but, in me, Christ." 

The repetition of Xpc.o-''t0 . .. Xpc cY{;~ shows the emphasis Paul 

makes. The mystical union of Christ with the believer is that to which 

the ~igure of epanadiplosis calls attention. 

14Ibid. , p. 245. 

15Ibid., p. 249. 
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<Yvtovs 

"Their zeal (for) you (is) not good, but they wish to shut you out in 

order that you zealously desire them (only)." The use of ~?}) uZ\rLV 

at the beginning and the end of the sentence con

stitutes the epandiplosis. Paul is here emphasizing the bad impli

cations of a bad kind of zeal which the Judaizers advocated. 

At 5 : 1 we read: t/j /~cu f) € ;u. 7 'l) JJ. 6-s >(j r_ o-- -t /s 

77 A Ev fJ ~ w er£ V, "For freedom Christ has freed us. " The epanadiplosis 

is found in the use of t ;ij l__. A Eu ()E? ( f • .... '7? ,)_ EV & ~Pw £Vat 

the beginning and end of this sentence. The "encircling emphasis" is 

on freedom. Christians are the children of the covenant of promise, 

the "freedom-granting" covenant. Christ is the Sure-Guarantor of 

that blessed covenant of promise which frees. 

Anadiplosis 

In the ~igure of anadiplosis "there is a repetition of the same 

word or words at the end of one sentence and the beginning of the 

16 next. This figure is also known as epanastrophe, palillogia, 

reversio, or reduplicatio. "The words so repeated are thus emphasized 

as bei_ng the most important words in the sentence, which we are to 

k . . 1 . d . . .,17 mar and consider in trans ation an exposition. 

16Ibid., p. 251. 

17Ibid. 



"Wherefore, 

brothers, we are not children of the bondsmaiden but of the free. 

For freedom Christ has freed us." We have indicated that 5:1 is an 

example of epanadiplosis with its use of "for freedom" and "has freed" 

at the beginning and end of the sentence. The repetition of the same 

word concept at the beginning of 5:1 and the end of 4:31 yields an ex

ample of anadiplosis. The emphasis is magnified by the use of both 

figures. The Christians' Christ-wrought freedom is doubly intensi

fied. The cognate words "free (woman)" and "for freedom" identify the 

anadiplosis. 

Repetition 

We classify a word or words which occur irregularly in the same 

passage as repetition. 

A word or words are repeated, not in immediate succession, as in 
Epizeuxis; not at the ~eginni_ng, middle, or end of sentences • • • , 
not at definite intervals, but frequently in the same pas~age and 
irrerilarly for the sake of emphasizing and calling attention to 
it. 1 . 

.) / 
At 3: 7-12 we find the phrase £· f~ n,y l. o-' t c·r.,,.>s' repeated again 

( ) ( / 

and again. In verse 7 we read: Ol EI-'. V{ Ol 

E' ( er ( v J\jJ f ex 1/ "Those who (live) ~ faith, they are sons 

of Abraham." In verse 8 we find: ·7rpo'c' cSuUO--(,X J; ·Jf 17:;o.¢;} 8ft. 

f k ·,0
1

0-( cu.JS dU< ,x<o2 tJ 1lOv17 d r9€'~5 1tf o [LJ r; 77£) :a-ato 

"But the Scriptures, while seei_ng before

hand that God would declare the Gentiles r_ighteous ~ faith, proclaimed 

C 
the Gospel beforehand to Abraham .••• " Again, in verse 9 we have: Ol 

18Ibid., p. 263. 
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"Those who (live) by faith are blessed with faith-filled Abraham." In 

verse 11 we note: 0 cS { k. (;(Las l:1-<. rr L cr-t.-E 1.>-> s ~-Yjo--€°-t- ex '-

"The righeous one shall live by faith." 

< 
have: o 

And, finally, in verse 12 we 

"But the law is not by faith. • • " The repetition of EK ,1 [o-'i£ ws 

shows Paul's emphasis: Sonship, righteousness, blessing and life all 

come by faith. The law is not predicated on the basis of faith. 

Bullinger identifies another use of repetition in Galatians. At 

,...... ) rf.. I'\ J \ ...1_\.) ,/1 • 
4:9 Paul writes: '?r'l05' c1tlO-"-CfEy,d~'-t£ "f(d-. AlV ~Ill LC< cxcro-ev,; 

' \ ,__ ~ .I \ ) I 11 . 
1-<-cx (. ?r{ w y::__cx ut_ 0 lx E'(c<.) OU1 ?rO- /\LV 0.Vl'.L) C7Ey do v ,\ E J El V 

(3 j A et E ; "How turn ye again to the weak and beggarly elements 

whereunto ye desire again to be in bondage?" 

By this repetition we are pointed to the key to this whole 
passage, as well as to the explanation of an obscure word and 
a difficult expression. All turns on the meaning of the word, 
which is rendered "elements" ( o-t:. 01...xc-;__· ex. , stoicheia), "The 
elements of the world" (verse 3) and "weak and beggarly elements" 
(verse 9). The word "again," twice used, connects these two 
together and emphasizes them. 19 

Polyptoton 

The ~igure polyptoton comes from the two Greek words 11oAJs 

"many," and 1tt w O"'cs , "a falling." 

Polyptoton means with many cases,!.·~· , a repetition of the same 
noun in several cases, or of the same verb in several moods or 
tenses. With man0 inflections is a definition which covers both 
nouns and verbs. 2 

19rbid., p. 264. 

20ibid., p. 267. 
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At 1:8 and 9 we read: 

~I-\~),~ KO' ( E~ V rfpE'l:s- i/ J:..yrc.:_ \os i J O ilfcx vov 
, ) \ , V . ) • (I ') ·1 . ,I /1 

VfLlV E"UD.J?r"E/ll_p -~tea lt'-"-P O E'V1JJ',,rc:AU73/€0tl. 
( --- ) I L) J ' (' I \ 

/.;_),l LV, O<Vd or::,u..,;y Evi G,,J, lvS ~!r'p~rcpr; kCY);EV; /"(cXL 

djotl 1Y}A<-v ).. cYu.1 E< tc ?~u3s c7_'.;e1yyeA-c YEi-o<. '/iJv-p) 
r,I \, Y I L-1 )J'f.t f ✓ B t ✓f- 1 o 1r'Cl['E' t\C../3E"i t·; o< Ve< of",_µCX Ecr ~ l..J u 1. we or an ange 
from heaven "preach" you contrary to that which we hav (already) 
"preached" you, let (him) be cursed. As I have said previously 
so I also say again, if anyone "preaches" contrary to that (gospel) 
which you have received, let (him) be cursed. 

The figure of polyptoton is found in the repetition of the "preaching" 

verbs. 
/· 

At 2:16 and 17 there is the repetition of (.)11-<c:How, "declare 

righteous. 116l \,(O<(oiJtc<<-' "he is declared righteous," dll--<D'.LW0w ,U£ ½ 
/ 

"we may be declared righteous," and Ju<(jc..w0~ Vo< c. , "to be declared 

r:ighteous," all focus on the "declaratory righteousness" man receives 

by faith in Jesus Christ, not by works of law. These repetitions of 

the verb constitute the figure of polyptoton. 

At 2:19 and 20 Paul writes: 

(r~ /~/-> cf<_'c,<. ,, Voj-'--OU V~f'-,i;:_J ~1(;tJdVO~,, [~~ /J c0 
'f/1 o--w, .\f) l crl.'f: o-v \/ € r.r to up W)J-.Cf..l, ~ lv d £ f:" V 
) \ X . I C ..r--' " V ) 1 

c,,._~ot. p ~ o:_i cs:, .S ~£ Y/ v__ ~~? .f V o-'Olf_~(. .1 E\I 
'17--co-tE'c ;(w C/? cou UlD 7J i..ou 0E"oV ... -4 .. 

For I througfi law am dead to law in order that I ~ight live to God. 
I have been crucified with Christ; I live, but it is no l~nger I, 
but Christ who lives in me. The (life) I now live in connection 
with the flesh, I live by faith in connection with the Son of God. 

/ 
The use of V CJ r O ·v and V uf1-. 't_l provides an example of polyptoton 

in these two verses. The repetition of the various forms of fo-·~ pro

vides another example of the same f_igure. The contrast of Paul' s "dead

ness to law" with "life in connection with Christ by faith" is thus 

emphasized. 
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At 3:2, 5, and 6, the repetition of the various forms for the 

root word ·i(Lo-- lcJ w , "believe," concentrates on Paul's questioning 

of the Galatians with respect to their reception of "the Spirit" and 

His "effectual workings." Was their spiritual life a result of faith 

or a fulfilling of the law? Paul emphatically points out the obvious 

answer to this question by quoting Gen. 15:6: "As Abraham believed 

God, so also righteousness was credited to him." TT L1
o-l ewS , "by faith" 

) ,. 
in verses 2 and 5, as well as £ 7, Lifl£ u er E 1/, "he believed" in verse 6, 

constitute an example of polyptoton. 

At 3:22, and 23 tYvv/;-<)El..o(~ "close up," andif•uy1-<~Ef~J-LEVOl, 

"keepi_ng shut up," present an example of polyptoton. The emphasis 

lies on the nature of the law "to reveal sin" and "be our guardian un

til faith in Christ reveals the promise," our "imputed r_ighteousness." 
/ / 

At 3:29, 4:1 and 7 x)u7;.)0V0uuc, "heirs," andKAJ_f)OVo_J-los 

"heir," constitute an example of polyptoton. The Christian's status 

as an "heir" comes about because he is "Abraham's seed" and a "son of 

God." His status as an "heir" is developed in the anal_ogy of a "yo~g 

heir" who is under the watchful care and eye of his_ guardian and the 

household steward. His status, even though he is an heir, differs in 

no way from slaves, that is, until the time of his reception of the 

inheritance as it has been appointed by his father. 
____ J' , ,· 

0 
,,, ...... , 1 _f , 

At 4:9 Paul says: vvv or: yvovtE"s EcJV, },uJ. A/l.OlJ o~ 

rvr»o-&cv-l't s ·1)'?(6 6 c OV, "But now knowing God, or rather, being 

known by God, • " The polyptoton is identified by the repetition 

J lvt of a form of ye vw<rk_~ • The ch~ge from the active 1vo ES to the 
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passive lV w<r'fJ1..~d'i'S emphasizes the Galatians' new status. The figure 

of polyptoton in these verb forms helps to point out that emphasis. 

Bullinger cites and describes the next example of polyptoton. 

Gal. v. 7, 8-10. -- "Ye did run well, who did hinder you 
that ye should not obey ( '110

1 
f) [<f 0\-<.l , peithesthai) the truth? 

This persuasion (·TY£ L c--'fl o V 'Y),, , peismonee) cometh not of him 
that calleth you •••• A little leaven leaventh the whole lump. 
I have confidence (-1r/-y, o 1. 0,:1., pepoitha) in you through the Lord, 
that ye will be none otherwise minded." 

Here we have three forms of the same word, or three words 
from the same root. This is lost in translation. TleL e [,,..) 
(peitho) is more than to believe, it is to be persuaded, to hold, 
or hold on to a belief. Hence ·7r'E" t''rrj.>...v-- (peisma) denotes a 
ship's cable, by which it holds on, and in which it trusts, 
while 1Y£l0')-' 0 1/1/ is a holding on, here (in verse 8) evidently a 
holding on to one's own views with obstinacy. 

Perhaps the word "confidence" may best be repeated: "who did 
hinder you that ye should not have confidence in the truth? This 
self-confidence cometh not of him that calleth you ••• but I 
have confidence in you," etc. 21 

In 5: 9 Bulli_nger also calls attention to another example of polyp

toton. He classifies the repetition of "leaven" and "leavens" { '//f;-n-;, 

)VJA.OC) as such an example. 22 

At 5:16 and 17 Paul states: /\~yw c)E) ·1rVC0.J..o..-Lt:. 'ii'E'_Pl--

·Jr'~t:c?~c ~,d-~ }-1,c0u;u!cxv cre<pH;s ob ;x~ tc=--1tf'.~"l_f2:E. 17 y'}D 
o-'cj(Jj Jrrrc8~c(' f,(c::,,'t"'Ce,~ loD ·7rVE"~-tosJ-t-~-Je ?rvru;.tct rt0t-J 

"Now I say, continue to walk in the spirit and you 

shall most certainly not fulfill the lust of the flesh. For the flesh 

lusts against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh." The fig

ure of polyptoton lies in the repetition of inflected forms of the 
., 

verb t.: 1rl (3i,_)J.~t...i, "I lust, 11 or "I desire." The "evil desires" arisi_ng 

21 11 · 2 Bu inger, p. 81. 

22Ibid. 
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from the flesh are contrasted antithetically with the "spirit-wrought 

desiring." 
) CJ I ) L} .-, 

Thus, t:_ 1( l JUVJJ~ lC\V and E ?rl ovp .. f'r:. 
/ / 

constitute the polyp-

totonical figure and help to emphasize the antithesis. 

At 6:6 we read, I I'c\ 
KO l Y W V E' I.-{_ Lt l Oc 

( 

0 

"Let him who has been instructed in the word participate with him who 
/ 

instructs in connection with every good thing. " The H. O' L 'JJ XO ~/'- €Vos 

form an example of polyptoton. Here the bond of 

fellowship and sharing of every good thing between the "instructed 

one" and "he who instructs" is emphasized. "The one who instructs 

has the good things; the one being instructed is to proceed to parti-

23 cipate in them, in 'all' of them." 
/ 

At 6: 7 and 8 cr11€:lf ?7 and C711El?W V, "one sows," and the one 

sowing," constitute an example of polyptoton. The action of "sowing" 

as well as "the sower," repeated twice, reflect the emphasis of prac

tical considerations. He who continually does things from the "flesh," 

with a r:egard to a full "flesh-satisfyi_ng" result, reaps corruption. 

Likewise, he who continually does thi_ngs by means of the Spirit, with 

a regard to a full spiritual outcome, reaps eternal life. 

At 6:7, 8, and 9, the repetition of 8c,;:,/o-c-c , "he reaps," and 

0 ~p / er o /--1....... r: v , "we shall reap," afford the emphasis Paul makes with 
I .,, 

reference to living a spirit-filled life. The figure of polyptoton 

helps to clarify the different contrasts Paul illustrates in the idea 

of reaping. Paul moves from the general description of reapi_ng to a 

23 
k' 3 3 Lens 1 , p • O • 
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contrast between "reaping corruption" and "reaping life eternal." He 

then concludes with an application to the immediate situation, "Let us 

not grow weary in doing good, for in due season we shall reap providing 

we do not stop working." 
I 

At 6: 9 and 10 1-<c< <-f Cz-1 
, "time," and I~ O' L/ o V , "opportunity," 

give yet another example of polyptoton. The slight difference in the 

meaning of the two words heightens the emphasis Paul makes in this en-

tire section. 
I 

At 6:12, 13, and 15 1f'Ff <. t~vwis repeated in a variety of in-

flections. T15Pl t iJ..VEo-Bac., "to be circumcized, "Ol ?rfflU:JJ-Vof e vol , 

"the circumcized ones," and 71 c /JC to/'--1 , "circumcision," emphasize 

Paul's warning to the Galatians against being circumcized for the sake 

of those who already are. Their interest does not lie in seeking the 

spiritual welfare of the Galatians. Rather, they del_ight in boasti_ng 

about their "achievements" in connection with the circumcisions they 

are intending to perform on the Galatians. 

At 6: 13 and 14 we note the polyptotonical us_age of K~ u;(? a-'w v-to-1, 

"they might boast," and Kauxoo--0c;(l, "to be boast1:ng." Paul uses 

these words to contrast the "fleshy" boasti_ng of the Judaizers with 

his own boasti_ng of the "cross" in connection with Jesus Christ. The 

figure of polyptoton emphasizes that good and proper type of 

boasti_ng. 

At 6:14 Paul writes: 
) \ 

f:C _).t Y/ 

X;-l f. G.....,. ·-/_ 0 :U J 

"May it never be permitted for me to boast except in 
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connection with the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which the 

world is crucified for me, and I to the world." 

) / ...L 
and Eo-t'c).. up c,J ccx c constitute the figure of polyptoton. Here Paul con-

trasts the basis for his boasting with his reaction to the word and its 

values. 

It was not he who then crucified the world in execration. 
This was done for him in his heart. So, too, it was the world 
which was crucified for him; this was done for him by another, 
again done in his heart •..• Was it not "our ~5trd Jesus 
Christ" who entered Paul's heart with his cross? 

Paregmenon 

"In this figure the repeated words are derived from the same 

root. Hence the name Paregmenon is used of the Figure when the words 

. . 1 . . . d d b · · 1 · 25 are Sl.Rl1 ar in 0~1g1n an soun, ut not s1m1 ar in sense. 

( 

0( 

At 2: 13 Paul writes: KO 1...' 

J\ Ol 1r0l' 
1

1- o voo:l Ol) iJ<r-C£ 

/e ) . ...., \ 
uV V V fr"E hf c ,;c:rv""I V o ·u-Cf Kc::< c 

KOi 2 j3 O'f vc113;;s er v v ccrr r/x (}?) od>-cw v 
r ./ 

·tfj' ·uir'o k.f la-'El. "And also the rest of the Jews acted hypocritically 

together with him with the result that Barnabas also was carried away 

by their hypocrisy." 2 -u vv ,(E. 1-<p/ f)'Y/ crdV and 'tf)' iJ710 1< p/ CJEL 

constitute the figure paregmenon. Although these two words do not 

( / 

sound alike both are derived from V 1'0 f<f l v O}.J. al, "to play the hypocrite. " 

Peter's actions s_ignif icantly affect the Jews' actions. Barnabas 

also "sympathizes" in "playing the hypocrite's role." The word 
C I 

·u 7r' 0 kr (._ 0-EC emphasizes the impropriety of Peter Is, the Jews I , and 

24 k' 319 Lens 1, p. • 

25 11· 304 Bu inger, p. . • 
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Barnabas' "segregational 11 behavior toward the Gentiles. Their misbe-

havior was due to their "fear" of "certain ones who came from James." 

At 3:10 we note: 

( I \ .) ( )I I ) \ ( \ / 

00-0(. J <Y-f € j Ef rf.ul/ \/D)'t0·u E'{O-( v -V'11o Hr.7.-f:d.po.v 

J I / '\ <I )-· . ..j_ l ,.., 

cl U( V; YL)f;°()(. rtr'i:d-( Yc<f O tL C'TJ'L j,/.,r;t.Cd.;J(,{ tos "JYd-S 

Ss 0~1< E)~JJ.. lvcc rrro- dcv toZ-\· Y/f,tJcjy.1 (vow Jv --tfi 
/Jc/3), C!.f tou vd_p ov tov 1Jvl i)01x·c oJfo/ For as many as are of the 
works of law are under curse; for it is written, "Accursed is 
everyone who continues not in keeping with all which is written 
in the Book of the Law to do them." 

I .) ,-1... / J.. 
The forms ,<O(tc.< f>cxV and e1rl H..o:ca;ra LDS constitute the figure 

I 
paregmenon. Both find their roots in K◊t.D-f e<. ??-rt L , "curse." 

The emphasis Paul makes is that a "state of accursedness," not a "state 
) ~ ) / 

of blessing," is the result for those who champion that they are £ j £f rw It 
/ 

V <-:)A o v , "of works of law. " 

At 3:15 we have: oj WS &.v{)f w '7'{'<) u K '["k Of w~!-v-r;v dLc< -

/'7 / ) ' ) /\ -, J ./ .) r f I t 
cn;k,;v ovd'us C'- a E"iEc I} E1tt O<-rt Cf(JCJE c<(. "In the case of 

a man who has ratified (with lasting result) his last will and testa

ment, no one disannuls or adds to it." At 3:17 we read: dl'.cx- fJ/J-<YJY 
I ( \ { ,..... fJ ~- ( --L \ t -I / \ 

(JJ'PokE1-<v~l.:.J-LcV1'JV v,nJ · ov Eov o ,,~- t cd E c;ar:X ,i-<.. Do-'l.lX J-<.cX<. 
/ 1 / ,; '\ t _, 1 ) r, 

t;~l cd-<ov& E.:t.Y) '/E,OVW~ V~_,f-tOS 6 LJ k ex../-{ U ;° 0 l , 

"The covenant which God previously ratified (with lasti_ng result), the 

law which came four hundred thirty years later does not un-ratify. 

:> ...., 
and o; kVfO '-

1 

are derived from K u? o w , "ratify." These words constitute the 

" 

f_igure par_egmenon. The emphasis of the figure falls on the unquestioned 

_c 11 , ..t. -. J ' i position of God's o td 01Jl-<.rJ co·u c:.rrcxfyE Al ov, "promissory covenant." 

has been ratified by God and the law does not 

"unratify" it, even as the last will and testament of any man stands 
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ratified and cannot be changed in any way by anyone. Its ratification 

means that God's inheritance to Christians is assured beyond a shadow 

of doubt. 

"You ran well. Who hindered 

you so as not to be persuaded by the truth." And at 5:12 we read: 

"Would that also those who are disturbing you be emasculated!" Both 
.) / ) / -

the words € V c I".<. 0 y5-£" V and d- 1r o J< CJ7jr CJ v ict c_ are derived from the 

I 

verb K 071 t w , "cut." Paul's use of the two related words emphasizes 

his polemical thrust against the Judaizers. There is an ironical 

twist in the use of "cutting-in" and "be cut off." Those who are 

"cutti_ng-in" and are standing in the way of the truth Paul wishes would 

be "cut off," "castrated." 

Paronomasia -- Annominatio 

Paronomasia and annominatio are two figures of speech which are 

closely related. 

Paronomasia, which as is well known consists in the combination 
of words of similar sound, and is one of the favorite fancies of 
Oriental writers, is peculiarly frequent in the Epistles of Paul, 
partly, it should seem, accidentally, and partly studied by the 
writer in his desire to impart genial l~geliness to the expression, 
or greater emphasis to the tho_ught. 

"This figure is not by any means what we call a pun. Far from it. But 

two things are emphasized, and our attention is called to this emphasis 

by the similarity of sound. 1127 

26 George Benedict Winer, A Grammar of the Idiom of the New Testa-
ment, (Andover: Warren F. Draper and Co., 1904), pp. 636, 637. 

27 
11· 307 Bu ~nger, p. . 
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One is reminded of Matt. 21:41, llc<l{ovs 

(j utuv.s-, "he will miserably destroy those miserable fellows, II as an 

example of paronomasia. Annominatio differs very little from parono

masia. We offer the following illustration to show the similarity:· 

"Are you finished yet?" Bill asked. With bleary red eyes Joe looked 

up from the paper he was writing. "Yeah! I'm finished alright!" With 

the addition of the witty contrast of meaning in the word "finished," 

the illustration exemplifies annominatio. Without this contrast, it 

would exemplify paronomasia. Paul's employment of the figures is not 

an attempt at witticism. His aim is to bring emphasis to the subject 

under discussion and add "genial liveliness." Many of the examples 

which we have included under the figure of polyptoton will be helpful 

in identifying the figure of paronomasia. 

At 1:11 we note: I'v LL,'f c' r w JE"' 
} \ 

CUCl-yr)urtk_v. . "And I make known to you, 

brothers, the gospel which was 'gospelized' II 

l n' 
s.uggests the use of cvay,rdLo-0€V. These two words are examples of 

paronomasia. 

At 1:17 Paul recounts his travels. In this section the two 

, "I went up," and ~ 71 BA Bo V , "I departed, 11 

have a similarity in sound. No doubt, the one s.~ggested the other. 

This is an example of paronomasia. 

At 2:14b and 15 we read, 

l \ )t (',... C I )cfi _....., \ ) \ Ee o-'V ___,0VOCX(QS Virq,oxeuv E· vU-<6.H f<CAC ov J (. 
T_ovc\c<L kGJS- /2-n,;-) 1YCJS i~ ff9v7'j CXVc<f K/t_jE<.5 

liovJ011;'Jnv_; rHpi(·:" 0/rro 2.,1/dct<:o{. HC(l 0~1-< ~5 ~'0t:;.;v /J;.,1_vjYtw\0( ,,, 
If you who are ethnically a Jew and do not live Jewishly, how is 
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how is it that you constrain the Gentiles to act as a Jew? 
We who are Jews by nature and not sinners of the Gentiles. 

J lovc)cj(_o~ suggests the use of .>IcJvJ().t kw5 , which in turn suggests 

the use of )Iovcfi:J.{, {c( v , which again suggests> Levcfo(7. oc. • These 

four cognates, similar in sound, add a distinct note of liveliness to 

Paul's argument against Peter. This reduplication of sound emphasizes 

Paul's concern for the true, upright Christian behavior of Jew toward 

Jew, and Jew toward Gentile. The "hypocritical" Jewish behavior is 

antithetical to genuine Christian behavior, which comes as a result of 

faith in Christ Jesus through Whom the Christian is declared righteous. 

At 2:16 and 17 we read: 

While knowi_ng that a man is not declared right
eous by works of law, but only through faith (in) Jesus Christ, 
so also we have come to faith in Christ Jesus in order that we 
might be declared r:ighteous by faith (in) Christ and not by works 
of law, for by works of law no flesh shall be declared righteous. 
And if while seeking to be declared righteous in connection with 
Christ also we are found to be sinners, is Christ then a minister 
of sin? God forbid! 

Three examples of paronomasia may be illustrated in these two 

verses. The first is suggested by d{ 1-< .:XL 01.J t0< <. The words ,6._L I< ,;JI <. u-i -

follow in 

rapid succession and help to emphasize the point that man's relationship 

before God is one which consists in "bei_ng declared i;ighteous" by 

faith in Christ Jesus. 
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The second example of paronomasia may be illustrated by the "faith" 
I 

and ·"K L(Jt.[",y S 

constitute the figure and help emphasize God's relationship to men. 

The third example of paronomasia in 2:16 and 17 is illustrated by 

( 

the words ~F 1 tw Ao t.. , "sinners" and "sin." 

The emphasis lies in the absurdity that our sinfulness makes Christ a 

minister of sin. 

At 2:19 we read: -' 1: ct1YED(.,,--i.-

Vo v . "For I by means of law am dead to law." The figure of paro-

nomasia is obvious. 

In 2: 19 and 20 there is another example of paronomasia s_uggested 

by the verb 'jdw . We read, 

, "And the (life) I now live in the 

flesh;" and 
) /" . v.--.. 
e. V 1,t.. o-'t:c L iJ (,,. _ _; , "by faith I live • • • " The emphasis made 

✓ 

by this verb concentrates on that life of Christian in mystical union 

with Christ. 

Winer suggests that at 4:17 and 18 there is another illustration 

of paronomasia, although he classifies it as annominatio because of 

the antithesis it su_ggests. 28 The words j1;)0 uo-o~ "they jealously 

desire," 't '?J ✓1 0 ut(, "you desire," and Jj:) \o V .,- r9o< (, I "to be desired," 

sound alike and are employed in mutual antithesis. What is emphasized 

is the contrast between the Jfgood" desiring that people should have for 

28winer, p. 638. 
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one another and the "bad" desiring of the Judaizers which hinders the 

Galatians from desiring anyone but them.
29 

At 5:2 and 3 Paul writes: 

/ 

,icy--< ov "lrbL 6/Y'i:xl • "If you begin to be circumcized, Christ profits 

you nothing. (one) is indebted to do the whole law." The words 

J / /4. / wf£· 1\71c:-cc and b'f'u)£t')5 illustrate the figure of paronomasia. 

The antithesis between profiting and indebtedness suggested by these 

words helps to emphasize the Pauline argument against the Judaizers 

and their demand for circumcision. Circumcision does away with Christ 

and His freedom, the freedom He gained for the Christian believer. 

/l'l At 5:7 we encounter the contrast between 11 c·L oco-8:x<..., "to hold 
(- ,,. 

on," and ►) 1r'et?.ov 1 , "persuasion." These two words illustrate 

1 f . b . 30 an examp e o paronomas1.a as s_uggested y Winer. We have already 

noted above that they constitute an example of polyptoton. 
\ \.../1/. Cl \ ,.,,-- \~ 

At 5:9 we read, f'-L'r/o. !Jc;P"YJ oA.oV to cJvfo/u 5 v_µot' . 

"A little leaven leavens the whole lump." As in the previous example 

we are alerted to this case of paronomasia as s_~ggested from our illus

tration of r i~OJ and ';)?Y-(._,uc' under the ~igure of polyptoton. The 

two words sound alike and alert the reader to the emphasis Paul makes 

in connection with the "false persuasion" of the Judaizers. 

At 6:13 there is this 

7( f' f (. ·f_ (It.. Y E 0- {) cl- ( 
(-/ 

LYO-

29Eadie, pp. 349,350. 

30winer, pp. 636,637. 

example: 
) 

n ii? 
)~\ ,\~ (J;._ -~ o ?J ~l k 

( 

-~?-(X 5-

C I \ I 

VI-'-€' ·{'cl)(;/. o-'c,tf /-< l \c>{o,'lJ X ·};-
/ G 
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' J~' \ I 
H O<- VY, S: a- de>' ( 

j .,, J 
0-(.aJ 1/ { c< l , f:jU. 0 (_ p 7) y-r voe.-( o c( /1·>; (" V 

t C:j -{_ V ~-
; C 

) _L ·r; a-' lJ u '><p L~ioiJ. e7i "--,__ l/ f' ~-., /.,(, UfYl QV ')jLGJV "But 
"' 

they desire to circumcize you in order that they might boast in con-

nection with your flesh. As for me, may it not be that (I) boast except 

in connection with the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ." We note that 

the words lt<C1V1Y 1')0 .:,...,v"Ldland hd- vx;). t:rl)a, both reflect the antithetical em

phasis Paul makes in connection with an ill-conceived "boasting," 

which lies in contrast to a proper kind of "boasting,n which glories 

in connection with Christ's crucifixion. 

Chiastic Arrangements 

Epanodos -- Antimetabole 

Chiastic arrangements deal with the figure in which words, phrases, 

subject matter, or propositions are placed in an inverted order. We 

exemplify chiastic arrangement thus: "The fire reflected in her eyes 

danced. As on it danced her eyes grew tired and soon the fire died." 

The followi_ng schema shows the introversion: 

A.l The fire reflected 

B.l in her eyes 

C. l danced. 

C.2 As on it danced. 

B.2 her eyes grew tired 

A.2 and soon the fire died. 

This illustration is an example of epanodos, in which there is an intro-

version of words only: fire, danced, eyes; eyes, danced, fire. 
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When there is a contrast or opposition in the inverted word order 

the figure is classified as an antimetabole. "This figure repeats the 

word or words in reverse order, for the purpose of opposing one thing 

to another, or of contrasting two or more things. 1131 

Lenski draws our attention to the first use of a chiastic arrange

ment in Galatians. 32 At 1:1 and 3 Paul writes: 

We 

) I ) \ J , (,,._ \) r > \ 

f.,J'EL('_~vtc s- ~ u:tc v- 1·1-< VCJ<f w V ,,\, X°f' ~ ·~ o· ~:'- c·<..p '} v-n vi 1r o 

(3 f' 0 v• 'J"{ v< t_p O S ~I !U. L::.: V ~ CA (_ /P\ U pt.0 V J ") 0- 0 U 
)<. .c:) c. o-{ou . Paul an apostle not from men nor through man but 

th~ough Jesus Christ and God the Father Who raised Him from 
the dead •.• Grace to you and peace from God our Father and 
(our) Lord Jesus Christ. 

outline the introversion thus: 

A.l Jesus Christ, 
1 

L ·r; o-· o v Xf'ccr·tov 

B.l God the Father, 8F'ov \ 
'l'(otipos· 

Oeo?J 
\ ' ' B.2 God our Father, /rrJt.1::o s vµ..~,v 

/ 

A. 2 Lord Jesus Christ, H Uft. ~ u )l1?cro J Xf,(_o-ta·D 

Here the names of the divine_ givers are chiastically reversed. 
First Christ is named first and the Father is second; then the 
Father is named first and Christ second, both being equal, both 
together being the joint source. As the natural order in the 
call~ng of Paul was Christ and the Father, so now in

3
;he bestowal 

of grace and peace it is from the Father and Christ. 

In Galatians 1:3 we also have a chiastic arrangement involving 

the name of God and His relationship to us. The arrangement is as 

follows: 

31 
11 · 301 Bu 1nger, p. • 

32 k' 27 Lens 1, p. . 

33rbid. 
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A.l God, 0n> u 

B.l Our Father, IT' ,x;Yt D S' 
r 

JJj.J-lJV 

I 

B.2 Lord, K VflO u 

A.2 Jesus Christ, 
) ,- X I " .L -~ c;--Z)J /l 0- Lo U 

At 2:7 and 8 we note: 

'\,\\ ..1.J ...J_ )r-'t (' ' ' 1 1 
(:JJ\ et covvavdov- Loov E·s a-LL •1"f:'f:"Ccr'i.r:"<.Jj".o-l ·Lv .:·v07p LO✓ 

tijs ~]·•to)1vtrl (:Xs Jd e\t9~_r JT/Lpo~ t,;s ?rffl"4-t~s) a r~ 
) , \ J \ J \ )f f) 
c VE'f YYJ o-o s. . . 1-(dL 9.,1.0 L E <.5 i,x E: · i)v But 

such (James, Cephas, and John, v. 9) after seei_ng that I had been 
entrusted with the gospel to the uncircumcized even as Peter to 
the circumcized, for he who had effectually worked in Peter for 
the apostleship of the circumcized, had also effectually worked 
in me for that of the Gentiles. 

This chiastic arrangement is classified as antimetabolic. The illus-

. h 34 . f 1 trative sc ema is as o lows: 

A.l 
f \ I 

Paul's Commission: ·)1' f 1Y l a-;t £ u~.-, l lo, [?Jl\)"{C Alu ~r 

t, 1') S- 0.. I-< f c5 f3 V o--t, lo' S 

B .1 Peter's Commission: -n-~-tfcH -t ~ _) 1'rt/!. t~ ,:;J 5 

A.2 

. .) ;) 

B.2 Peter's Apostleship: TCe'tp~ f LS °':.-._1Yvcr'uA.~v 
b/, · ·7r ,7c lO_J-t :JS 

Paul's Apostleship: 

This chiastic arrangement of Paul, Peter, Peter, Paul constitutes the 

figure of antimetabole. 

r• C' \ ,.... \I)....,, ) 1 

At 2:20 we read: 0 Of vvv 6 w CV tYetfl~l) 
I 

71Lffln .. 

in faith I live to the Son of God II 
'-../)_....... ) 

The 6 l,..) and the two E V 

phrases constitute an example of antimetabole. The schema illustrati_ng 

this chiastic arra_ngement is as follows: 

34wi th Bulli_nger' s help, p. 362. 
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A.l 0 

B.l 

B.2 

A.2 

,, \ 

Ot VVV j'2 
) / 

E'V cr'af /< I.. 

) I 
t·v TT'(. -o--t tl 

' . .,. I "' C" "' 
Tn TOD "!.JlOl) 

I/ 
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I "The life I now 

"in the flesh" 

I "by faith" 

live" 

, I live to the Son of 
God" 

This example of antimetabole emphasizes Paul's daily struggle to live 

his life in connection with God's Son, Jesus Christ. 

) t1 ..... J '-. L. . .... 
E1fr. uv;--ccL ~r;::(~cci · c.n; 

I 
0--'cxf N 65". "For the flesh 

lusts against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh." The 

repetition of "flesh and spirit" in reverse order is an example of 

antimetabole. There is a decided antithesis in this chiastic arrange-

ment and the ant:agonistic relationship between "flesh" and "spirit" 

is emphasized. We illustrate the chiastic arr~ngement thus: 

A.1 '7r 1o/ ➔s CTr,07-j'-c?, "For the flesh lusts 

B.l ~cxt_c) tvv 1'r'Vf'17oios, against the spirit 

_J \ _\' \ ,.., ✓ \. 
B.2 c,) or: Wvc..:-u,1.._()... \"<'cn:..ct , and the spirit 

, llagainst the flesh." 

Chiasmos 

Paul also employs chiastic arr~ngement in a more fully developed 

35 
way. His literary style abounds in the use of introverted arr~ngements. 

35Tbe reader is referred to Nils Wilhelm Lund, Chiasmus in the 
New Testament, (Durham: The Seeman Printery, 1942), for a more detailed 
study of Paul's chiastic style. He attributes Paul's employment of 
chiasmus to a cultural influence based on the Old Testament. 
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These introverted arrangements when applied to subject-matter are 

classified as chiasmos. 

This is by far the most stately and dignified presentation 
of a subject; and is always used in the most solemn and important 
portions of the Scriptures. 

Bengel observes with regard to this form of the Figure, that 
"its employment is never without some use: viz., in perceiving 
the ornament and in observing the force of the language; in 
understanding the true and full sense; in making clear the sound 
Interpretation; ~g demonstrating the true and neat analysis of 
the sacred text. 

In the Greek Grammar of the New Testament, Blass, DeBrunner and 

Funk summarize the Epistle to the Galatians into two major themes, 

h . h d h' . 11 37 
w ic are presente c iastica y. 

Two criticisms leveled at Paul are indicated in 1:10-12, that 
his gospel is ~od~ ~~v~ow-?rov (vv. l0f.) and that it stems 
•;ro..o~ ~vtJ{Ji!:, ·J'r'ov (v.12); his replies are articulated in a 

I JJ 1!J 
chiastic pattern, i.e., in reverse order: 

38
·71'o<fct. av o, 

\ )I L'i (1:13-2:21), Kcdoi: o..y Cl • (3:1-6:10) 

The phrase ){O... t ~ ;: V apw ?re i,-- means "according to or after man, II done 

in a human way. The intended sense is.: it is not a gospel II in 

39 \ ) /1 I 
human style." The phrase 1(0-/0I D<V-Uj-'!i..,)'frllu denotes the reception of 

thE3: gospel from man by way of oral transmission in concrete teachi_ng 

situations. Paul first defends his reception of that gospel by divine 

transmission and then explains the nature of that gospel as comi_ng by 

faith. 

36 11· 374 Bu 1_nger, p. • 

37 Blass-DeBrunner-Funk, Greek Grammar of the New Testament, 
(Chic.ago: University of Chic_ago Press, 1967), p. 252, 9477, (2). 

38Ibid. 

39 k' 49 Lens 1, p. . 
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At 2:16 Paul states: 

) f' I .J. \ ( I ) f' -.,/ . ) I I)' 1 •• .)I n \ 
E:LOD°L€S de 0-LL OLJ 0/1.(CH.()VLO-L CXV '/>(,.11'ros t:j -c1rov V~OJJ 8(._V)-t:1 

0(~ '1'(:o-ir4;s ),?<TOI) X/u,lo,J) l-1'0~ +([~·s d~ Xj)td"t~v) L"r;,crov'v ~1,L-
1 (I . ' J , / 

o-t> Cu {Y ex 11 _~··v, (. v iJ- er 1 {-( er c l,.) tJ &J ?- c v ~ >< '!1' l o-i.r:ws XP l crto v J:{[X c 
) ~ >I I (/ ' ' ) \ i ) / 

0 V I-< €. J ~l>t, l,J V' Vo f'. 0 {.; / 0 [ l €' (' )° (° f» V Vo? 0 V O u d I I-<' ex L w -

()"J crcl Ci.L ')rd.crcx &'~(> j . And wiile knowing that a man is not 
declared righteous by works of law but only by faith of Jesus 
Christ, so we believe in Christ Jesus, that we may be declared 
righteous by faith of Christ and not by works of law, because 
by works of law all flesh shall not be declared righteous. 

40 
Bullinger suggests that an introversion of subject matter occurs here. 

The following schema illustrates the chiasmos: 

A.l And while knowing that a man is not declared righteous 

B.l by works of law 

C.l but only by faith of Jesus Christ 

C.2 so we believe in Christ Jesus, that we may be 
declared righteous by faith of Christ and 

B.2 not by works of law because by works of law 

A.2 all flesh shall not be declared righteous. 

The chiastic arr~ngement helps to emphasize Paul's argument: declara

tory righteousness does not come by way of law, even as Scripture says, 

but by faith in Jesus Christ. 

At 3:3 we read: ev~--..11 j~,,P-~Vol 
) 

E' ,-r c t ~ ) r· t_" rJ-' {J £" ; "Havi_ng ~egun in spirit (do) you now arrive at your 

goal in the flesh?" Paul makes reference to the beginni_ng of the 

Galatians' reception of declaratory righteousness "by the work of the 

spirit. " He asks them, "Are you now goi_ng to be made complete by the 

40 11· 378 Bu i_nger, p. . 
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works of law?" The question is chiastically arranged and is illustrated 

by the following schema: 
) . 

A.l cl,'o<.f S~r£'VO( , "Having begun" 

B.l Jf'VE .. U~--a-ll , "in the spirit" 

·" 
\/UV , "now" 

' B. 2 0-D</:::J ,~ t. , "in the flesh" 

A.2 i'T;-'c f E )_ t-Z' vi)£ ; "do you make an end?" 

The Galatians' reception of righteousness granted by means of the spir

it is contrasted with their reception of work-righteousness from the 

Judaizers. What the Galatians had received in the ~eginni_ng is now in 

danger of being lost because of their reversion to "fleshly" works of 

law. Paul's emphasis is markedly strengthened by the inversion of the 

verb forms and the nouns in the dative. 

At 4:1-7 four ideas are compared and contrasted to emphasize the 

certainty of the Christian's sonship in God's family as well as to 

which are mentioned include "heir," "young child"/"son,". "servant," 

and "appointed time"/"fullness of time." We may illustrate the chiastic 

relationship of these four ideas thus: 

A.l h \·~fOV~f'{)5, "heir" - 4:1 
j 

B. l \I') ?11 o S , "yo~ng child" - 4: 1 

C.l ~o-~Lv, :servant" - 4:1 
.)I ,...., / 

D .1 <XX/-:Jt -t ')5' 7f;o 9 cv;: tc{ s 
"until the appointed time" - 4:2 

D. 2 (;-{__ f- c) f_~ -L J '1( -~ '},? l.1 .') '- (X 'i or1) X) _; 0 <1 cJ'I) 

"when the fullness of time" - 4:4 

"servant" - 4:7 

B. 2 ·.:) t c ·s , "Son" - 4 : 7 
/ 

A.2 I<. .\ )7().:.>v~-'j c.,.,; , "heir" - 4:7 
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Paul compares a person's status under the law, "under the elementary 

principles of the world," with the status of a young heir. Paul's em

phasis is to show that the Christian's status is not that of a "ser-

vant" but that of a "son," an "heir" by God's agency: "God sent forth 

His Son, born under law, in order to redeem those who are under law, 

in order that they might receive the adoption of sons," (4:4,5). The 

chiastic inversion of the four principal ideas helps to underscore the 

certainty of "sonship" and "heir-apparent." 
? \ 

At 6:14 we note: 
) ./ 

I-< O o-;ftoS c cr'fi.? ~'fa {.,LJ td c 

l~O'l l~ h' C>~~- "Through Whom the world is crucified to me and I to the 

world." The chiastic arrangement is illustrated by the inverse arrange

ment of the nouns and pronouns. By completing the ellipsis, we include 

a third element in the chiastic arrangement. The chiasmos is illus

trated by the following schema: 
✓z- ) \ 

A. 1 J ( 1 o u 9-'· tJ c , "through whom to me , " ( dative) 

B.l 1-<off',ucs , "the world," (nominative) 
/ 

J / 

C.l E vt.dvjwtOI.(. , "is crucified (verb) 

) ' 
(C.2 ca-io<uf~ff/'- , "is crucified,") (verb) 

' (the ellipsis completed) 

' B.2 kcxyw, "and.!_," (nominative: 1-<'o(l 

I 

A. l K oo;;.i. 1) , "to the world," (dative) 

In this chiastic arrangement we see a contrast of tho_ught: me, world 

and I, world. Also by inverting the case usage Paul arrests the 

reader's attention. 

So brief the expression, yet so tremendous. Perfection in 
wording to attain concentrated penetration of thought. The effect 
of the cross for and in the believer cannot be stated in a more 
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adequate way. Even the two datives and the two nominatives are 
placed chiastically, and one verb is enough. 41 

Tl summarize: The chiastic arrangement may be an inverse arrange

ment of repeated words as in antimetabole, or in the inverted order of 

subject-matter or case endings as in chiasmos. At the same time we 

may note within each chiastic arrangement either a comparison or con

trast in thoughts, a combination of both comparison and contrast in 

thoughts, or a parallelism in thought structure. Through this figure, 

then, Paul magnifies his emphasis as he further distinguishes between 

Law and Gospel. 

Affecting Sense 

The figures of speech involving addition affecti_ng sense may be 

classified into five categories, all illustrated in Galatians. They 

are: repetition, amplification, description, conclusion, and inter-

position. The figures of addition affect~ng sense are figures of 

rhetoric. 

Sometimes the same sense is repeated in other words. 
Sometimes the words themselves are repeated, but always by 

way of amplifyi_n~ the sense for purposes of definition, emphasis, 
or explanation. 4 

Repetition 

In Galatians, am~ng the ~igures which affect the sense, one may 

identify two which involve repetition. They are called epexegesis 

and hermeneia. 

41 k' 319 Lens i, p. • 

42 11· 394 Bu ~nger, p. • 
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Epexegesis 

Epexegesis "is so-called because the repetition is for purposes 

of explanation. 1143 Bengel elaborates more fully and says that epexege-

sis 

is an explanation expressed, in the very context of the 
same sentence or speech, showing what signification the sacred 
writer assigned to any word, or what notion is44o be attached to 
his own words according to his own mind •••• 

Bengel cites Mark 7:2 and I Car. 4:9 as illustrations of epexege-

. 45 
SJ.S. At Mark 7:2 we note: 

)i I 

cO-Z.l V 

) I 

C7' V c ?-r' to '--- s , " • • • with impure hands, that is ( to say) unwashed." 
) I 

The word c<l/l 1(ZoLs, "unwashed," explains what Mark had in mind when he 

called the disciples' hands "impure." According to Rabbinical law 

with reference to impurity, it was necessary for a person to wash his 

hands before eating. Mark describes this act of transgression by 

"For I suppose, God appointed us the 

least apostles as those bei_ng worthy to be condemned to death in order 

that we might become a spectacle to the world both to a_ngels and to 

men." The phrase 1-<C{L g_y1~.loc~ , "both 
I 

to c1:ngels and to men," explains what Paul meant by k D °7-L'i, "the 

43 
b' 98 I id., p. 3 . 

44 John Albert Be_ngel, Gnomon of the New Testament, vol. 5, 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1873), p. 32. 

45 
b' 5 98 I id., vol. , p. 3 . 
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world." As in the example from Mark, the figure epexegesis is iden

tified by an explanatory repetition. 

At Gal. 1:13 and 14 we have: 

) I I I \ \ J \ ) A.. / / ) -I --
,---, I-< oucr(v..1.E ,Yt;"fl -LY)v ~JJ 7)"" GX \IC( cr·leo'f'·1v ?T-su:. eV {_ lz1 

) T <;' • ' ··, o_f .) (' I ' :, \ ? ~. /1 ......, 
_ 6 lJ O d l c::r;,µ tr t, - c ·-? o r_ u..-i K D V t ') 1./ 't' !..: ;.< 1 '1 o-L d V to u D' €' 6 V ' ) , . .) / \ . \ ) _ 

i-<c<L F,rcp (;)c,?JV ex -vt-,)v") ~~-/\(. 'f'r'{)L .... ;_; r:c-1,'tuv [I/ -Lt; 'J:..,uc5r1.c..:r_u,~) 
(" I .. \ ) ,r) /(,_ 

v·Jr'E'f ,·n--1...\ J A ov~ o-'VY7J;,. c1<·c.t..;._L./s Pv -1. ~ vivo .u 01,1, 

L ; V \ , \ ( I (.. ·rv . ..J.../ -· 
'IT('fC.O"(rt)- e-pt.o~,, 1·1/10.J-tr;s Ui'l'vp:;{_lL>V =t..v.v 'llcxLpl h.

1
l..iV 

/-t 0. v .--':( c<,P t>- J 6 cY ~ w v .. For YJOU heard of my ..former. way of 
life in connection with Judaism, that I persecuted the church 
of God above measure and attempted to destroy it, and advanced 
in Judaism above many of the compatriots in my generation, being 
more exceedingly zealous of the traditions of my fathers .. 

Paul explains what he means by his "former way of life" with refer

ence to his persecution and attempted destruction of the Church. He 

explains that he "was exceedingly zealous in the traditions" of his 

fathers. The explanation describing his former life constitutes the 

figure of epe~egesis. 

- ) \ )'/ ,-,. ( 

At 2:14b we have: l=l o-u ·-·- d?Jdd-.<..0.S V'i'r'ofx~JV ./livLk.W~ 
\ ) \ ) -J (' I y ~ t \ )I /1 _) / \ ' 

\•(,y ( 0 u X C. ·- ... DP C) (fl H. ws -7 ?) 5' .J /Yl-vS . i;j C or,; j V (Yr H (A_j ('Is 

L. / l....j' 
0 u do. C: j E·c \/ "If you bei_ng a Jew ethnically and (yet) do not 

live Jewishly, how do you compel the Gentiles to act as Jews?" Paul's 

rhetorical question to Peter is further explained in verses 15 and 16. 

"Bei_ng a Jew ethnically" is explained as <p ?J
1

cr EC 

) ') 

f ~: f e,,, i.~ ,,. ; )._,_ C( o { C1.1 )_ o l 
✓ / I 

, "by nature Jews and not sinners of 

the Gentiles." In other words, "Jew ethnically" is "Jews by birth" 

and "God's chosen people." 

At 3:5 Paul asks the Galatians whether "He who gratuitiously con

fers the Spirit upon them and who effectually works miracles in them" 

does it 
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"by hearing of faith." Paul then explains more fully in verses 6 - 12 
J )I 

what he means by c.J ff f w v 

The phrase 
J "'- i 
~ k o ·ry s 1'i' Lo- t c c.i S is described as "believing God and 

being accounted as righteous," even as Abraham believed God and was 

accounted righteous. All who then live "by faith," are described as 

, "of faith." Although Gentiles, they are 

"Abraham's sons," and "blessed along with Abraham." On the other hand, 
) = .,, 

the phrase f' ) Ff1}/CvV vo;..t o 11 is explained as a way of life which 
C \ I 

is vJro /«d7..t>'fcxv , "under a curse," because the law demands a 

faithful observance of "all that is written in the Book of the Law to 

do them. 11 There is no imputed righteousness for those who live } 5 
because only those who live 

) / 

'c' k' ~tr u::r'i cw s are 

so declared ~ighteous. These expanded explanations constitute an 

example of epe~egesis. 

7T dv i£s 
\' ( \ e -~ J 

I.,' \ 
At 3:26 we note: '(Of lH O l f'O u c·cr{r 0 C_c;( 

t-i/s ·JYc. o-in .. iS fv y,lO-l i iYJcr'OU • "For you are all sons of God 

thr~ugh faith in connection with Christ Jesus." In verses 27 and 28 

Paul explains the meani_ng of II in connection with Jesus Christ. 11 

The Christian's "baptism into Christ," his "putting on of Christ," and 

his "oneness in Christ" are illustrative of ;V 7t, cr'[f, ']~?IT'D//. These 

expressions constitute the figure of epexegesis. 
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Hermeneia 

When the figure of epexegesis adds something by way of interpre-

tation, it is called hermeneia. 

This figure is so called because, after a particular state
ment the explanation follows immediately to make more clear 
what has been said less clearly. 46 

We may add that "All the passages which commence, 'which being inter-

t d t ' d h. f' . 47 pre e means, e c., comes un er tis igure Hermeneia. 

At 1:6 and 7 we note an explanatory interpretation. Paul is 
) \ 

amazed at how quickly the Galatians have changed from a position o-rtro 

tov ,"from 

Him Who has called you in the_ grace of Christ," to a position under 

:) I '1 
fV cxyye 1~. 1_ v v, "another_ gospel." Paul immediately explains 

)I\ ·, 
that really "there is no other kind" of_ gospel. He uses ct A /\ o 

Cl . 

"other kind" to interpret F·t-1c:j> ov , "other." Paul continues to 

explain that "there are certain ones disturbi_ng" the Galatians and 

"turni_ng them away from the Gospel of Christ." This explanation in

terprets what Paul means. It constitutes an example of hermeneia. 

At 3:16b we have Paul's interpretation of 

(f 

0-U U J 0~ 

, "to his seed." 

"I do not say, 'And to his seeds,' as 

referri_ng to many ( seeds) 1 but as referri_ng to one (seed) , 'And to 

46 11· 4 2 Bu i_nger, p. O • 

47Ibid., p. 403. 
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his seed,' Who is Christ." In commenting on Paul's interpretive 

explanation, Lenski says: 

Paul is not writing for scholarly but for common readers. 
These will see that he is not confusing a collective with an 
individual, and that "Christ" is not a collective. They will 
see that the collective is the collective it is because it 
focuses in Christ. In all the spiritual seed of Abraham (col
lective) there appears "Christ," the individual. Hence he also 
writes "who," not "which" is Christ. The gender of the relative 
is attracted to the gender of the predicate "Christ," but here 
this is done for more than a grammatical reason. Some have 
called this attraction harsh, but they overlook the inner reason 
for this. Paul expects his readers to read the prophecies as 
he reads them, at least to follow him in getting what those pro
phecies contain. As all of them start with Abraham, no matter 
how great a collective group they include ("sons of Abraham," 
v. 7, "thy seed"), so all of them focus and center in "Christ"; 
for Abraham and Christ, these two, in the way already explained, 
produce the collective. 48 

Paul's interpretive explanation of "seed" exemplifies the figure of 

hermeneia. 

Amplification 

F_igures of addition af fecti_ng sense which amplify the meani_ng of 

a pass_age by means of pleonasm, periphrasis, hyperbole, anabasis, cata

basis, merismos, or epitheton are called amplification. 

Pleonasm 

Pleonasm "is so called when there appears to be a redundancy of 

words in a sentence; and the sense is grammatically complete without 

th .. 49 em. 

48 k" 161 Lens 1, p. • 

49 11· 405 Bu inger, p. • 
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But this redundancy is only apparent. These words are not 
really superfluous when used by the Holy Spirit, nor are they 
idle or useless. They are necessary to fill up the sense, which 
without them would be incomplete and imperfect. 50 

It has been suggested that if the redundancy, or pleonasm, only 

appears to be redundant, then one ought not call it a redundancy at 

all.
51 

Therefore, in presenting the four examples of the figure of 

pleonasm which appear in Galatians, we have chosen to view them with 

reference to other f_i·gures which present a more adequate definition 

of "fullness" or "completeness," for example, the figure of idiom 

to be presented later. 

Pleonasm is divided into two categories, those which are typified 

by individual words, idiomatic and otherwise, and those typified by 

affirmative or ~egative sentences.
52 

We pursue the examples of pleonasm 

which have been identified in Galatians. 

SOibid. 

51The writer was cautioned by his adviser to study carefully the 
problem of redundancy with that thought in mind. Admittedly, one ought 
not classify examples as redundant if they only "appear" as such. How
ever, because other writers and interpreters have so included this term 
in their classification of figures, we have deemed it worthy to alert 
the reader to the problem involved and suggest that the best possible 
construction be placed upon the subject. With that in mind we-here 
quote A. T. Robertson in his Grammar of the New Testament in Light of 
Historical Research, (New York: Hodder and Sto_ughton, 1923), p. 1205: 
"Redundances ••• are not linguistic vices. They seem pleonastic to 
the technical student who is unwilling to allow for the growth of the 
language. Emphatic words have the constant tendency to become less so 
and to need re-enforcement. This love of emphasis in the New Testament 
is natural to conversation and to a certain extent has the Oriental 
richness and wealth of colour. We see the same thing in the Old Test
ament and in the papyri letters. It is a sign of life and in particu
lar life in the East. These vivid details give life and beauty to the 
picture." Where the· apparent pleonasm occurs, one may then classify 
it as an idiom if the example warrants, or as one or another of the 
~igures of speech which illustrate a special emphasis. 

52 11· 406 Bu inger, p. • 
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3 19 11 . th t 1 t' f' 53 At : Bu inger suggests a we note a p eonas ic igure. 

-y-(_1 ,..) ( 
I l O UV D 

=i / / / /') 
•,y,_-./JCY fa OJ o-·c(jl i,,. X ctfJ l t-- 'l~f1 o o--f:-Lc. o -YJ 

j \ / 

PV X 0/l _/.J.-ECT( lo v "Why 

therefore the law? It was given because of trespasses being 

ordered through angels in the hand of a mediator." The phrase "in the 

hand" is the example of pleonasm. It would have been sufficient to 

write simply the word /I Fo-r.. 
1

-f_ uv, "mediator," without addi_ng "in the 
/ 

J \ 

hand." However since c·v xutt.. means "through or by someone or some-

one's activity, 1154 one may simply classify it as an idiom which has 

the same force as c:f't J , "through," "by the agency of." Ridderbos 

) \ 

says: "We need not take the phrase EV XE< f c in the literal sense. 

It can, and it probably does, mean: through the service of. 55 Lenski 

. h h' . . 56 agrees wit tis interpretation. 

At 4:9 we read: Tr'L,JS 
) ; ' . . ; ' J \ -c'-__ ) 

E' T( l u---' ·t f €: ff ~ t £ 7T ct /1 C ~/ € }1 l ~ 

o-{ot X E:c ex 
I 

oi) 1r} ~l// ,~\, 1~Dcv 

c\'o·u}.f'~fl v (:}l\€{f.; "How do you ~egin to return again unto the weak and 

poor elements, which _again you wish to serve from the start." Blass, 

DeBrunner and Funk say: 

Pleonasm consists in the repetition of an idea which has 
already been expressed in the sentence, not for any rhetorical 
purpose (as is the case, for example, with epandiplosis .•. ) 

53Ibid., p. 411 

54 '11' d d W G' ' h AG k 1· h L ' f Wi 1am F. Arn t .an F. . • 1ngr1c , ree -Eng is exicon o 
the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chi~ago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 888. 

55Ridderbos, p. 139. 

56L k' ens 1, p. 170. 
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nor because of mere carelessness, but as a consequence of cer
tain habits of speech .•• 57 

They note that two examples of such "habits of speech" occur here. The 
, ) / 

first is found in the repetition of ·,riAlVafter the verb crru:r-tpirj>dE. 

They suggest that the idea of "returning back" is expressed in the 

verb and therefore a redundancy occurs. In arguing against the pleonasm, 

Eadie states: "Ellicott says that the notion of back is involved in 
) \ J I 

the verb; but CJYL does not necessarily imply it, for 0'1YC.vw and 

f_ C'·' 
) 

C> 1'1' l 0- t:.._; are often connected with it. 1158 The second 

example of pleonasm which Blass, DeBrunner and Funk s_uggest is found 

)/ /·1 
in the word ,y Y w of",,,... 59 I 

It is redundant with reference to T(c., AL\/ 

inasmuch as both words suggest a reiteration of "again, once more, 

60 anew." In his Word Studies, Vincent challenges the idea of pleonasm 

adds to '1((.,; ) L v the idea of 

goi_ng back to the b_eginning •••• 1161 After listing other New Testa

ment references which include a similar combination, Vincent concludes: 

"But these additions to 7T',; Ac 1- are not pleonastic. They often define 

d 1 
. . 1162 an exp ain it. We s_uggest that both of the examples of pleonasm 

57 
Blass, DeBrunner and Funk, p. 256, 9484. 

58 
d' 311 Ea ie, p. . 

59 Blass, DeBrunner, .and Funk, p. 256, 9484. 

60 Arndt and Gi_ngrich, p. 611. 

61Marvin R. Vincent, Word Studies in the New Testament, vol. 4, 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1904), p. 140. 

62Ibid., _p. 140. 
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which have been suggested in 4:9 be classified as epexegesis, a figure 

which explains more fully by way of additional information. 

At 5:1 we have: 

"For freedom Christ has freed you! Stand 

therefore and be not entangled _again with the yoke of servitude!" 

Bullinger suggests that the figure of pleonasm is found in the negative 

63 clause. He believes that the negative clause merely repeats the pos-

itively stated idea as expressed by crl 71
1 

J.< €' { E • But we feel com

pelled to classify this example as an epe~egetical f_igure. 
:> / 

At 5:7 we note: f'VE !-< o·zf cV 

"Who has cut in on you so that you begin not to 

obey the truth?" Lenski s_~ggests that F 1/ is pleonastic: 

. • • But while this }' ,/ is not necessary and thus is at 
times not used it is frequently found with verbs of hinderi_ng 
and denying; it is pleonastic (R. 1177; B.-0. 429), "a redundant 
negative repeating the negative notion of the verb just as doub164 n~gative carried on the force of the first negative." (R. 1094). 

We s_~ggest that inasmuch as the_p- ,7\ carries an additional n_egative 

) I 

emphasis, re-inforci_ng the "hinderi_ng" verb Eve I-< o/ €'.V, "is frequently 

found with verbs of hinderi_ng, " and is necessary to complete a f_igure 

of litotes, 65 it is not redundant. Rather one may classify it as an 

idiomatic expression. 

63 11· 418 Bu i_nger, p. . 

64 k' 264 Lens 1, p. . 

65rbid. 
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Periphrasis 

The figure of periphrasis is defined thus: 

The Figure is so called because more words than are necessary 
are used to describe anything: as when a thing is spoken of by a 
description of it, instead of simply using its name: and this 
for the sake of calling attention to it; and in order to emphasize 
and increase the effect. Or, when a person or thing is spoken of 
by some attribute instead of by its proper simple name: as when, 
instead of saying Luther, we say "the monk that shook the world," 
or "the miner's son. 11 66 

r .~ 
l),/L Cv \,/ , "Who has given Himself for our sins." Bengel desig-

nates the phrase as a periphrasis for Christ Jesus. 67 

·c' ) ,..., 
At 1: 5 we read: C.f ---,, O-l (A_l vo..s 

/,r- ) / 

t co v ex Cw[lw v , "To Whom the glory (be) to the ages ·of the ages." 

Lenski states: "'For the eon of the eons' is a Hebraistic circum-

scription for eternity, the grandest of all found in the Greek, which 

multiplies the idea of 'eon' indefinitely. 1168 This "circumscription" 

illustrates the figure of periphrasis. 
) 

At 2:20 we note: c·v 

II •• I live by faith in the Son of God Who 

has loved me and given Himself for me." The phrase ·to u U /'cu --f_uD 

th:o-u, "the Son of God," attributes divinity to Christ. An additional 

example of periphrasis is seen in the participial designations 

66 11· 419 Bu i_nger, p. . 

67 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 2. 

68 k' 1 Lens 1, p. 3 
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describing Christ. tou
·'"' ) / .J ,. 

The phrase or O •i'T' ,7 o-c< V Lo 5 ).{ € 

,} ✓ \ 

F),l o 1.1 is a description illustrating the "loving purpose" 

and "substitutionary act" of Christ in carrying out man's redemption. 

Hyperbole 

Hyperbole is the figure of speech employing exaggeration. It may 

be illustrated by the parental tirade: "If you've done that once, 

you've done it a thousand times!" 

The Figure is so called because the expression adds to the 
sense so much that it e~aggerates it, and enlarges or diminishes 
it more than is really meant in fact. Or, when more is said than 
is meant to be literally understood, in order to heighten the 
sense. 69 

Bullinger classifies instances which express the importance of a sub

ject with the description of an impossible/improbable situation as 

from heaven preaches a Gospel to you which is contrary to what we have 

preached to you, let him be cursed!" "An angel from heaven preaching 

a different gospel is inconceivable. The hyperbole is used in order 

to show the importance of the Gospel of God."
70 

.}_ ..... 
At 4:15 we read: /'of-~ uf w fL 

(' \ 
0 u v'O -{e, V 

t' o "?; s o rj; Uc.t \uo 2J s 1~wv 

i: "For I give witness to you that if it were possible, after 

69 11· 423 Bu inger, p. • 

?Oibid., p. 427. 
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gouging your eyes out you would have given (them) to me." The phrase 

alerts the reader to the hyperbolical hypothesis Paul 

employs in order to illustrate the Galatians' reception and response 

to him when Paul was first with them. "Paul is praising the Galatians 

71 beyond all measure." We see in this hyperbolical expression, "goug-

ing out your eyes you would have given (them) to me," the willingness 

with which the Galatians received Paui.
72 

Climax 

The figure which is called climax may either refer to words, a 

' f' f h . 73 
figure of Grammar, or refer to sense, a igure o r etoric. It is 

the latter figure with which we are here concerned. Climax may indi

cate illustratively a development upward or downward. Bulli_nger 

classifies those which are an upwar~ gradation as anabasis and those 

which are a downward gradation as catabasis. 

Anabasis 

The figure of anabasis is described thus: "The Figure is so called 

when a writing, speech, or discourse, ascends up step by step, each 

with an increase of emphasis or sense. 1175 We offer an illustration: 

71 Luther, vol. 26, p. 423. 

72 
k' 426 Lens 1., p. . 

73 11· 256 Bu inger, p. . 

74rbid. 

75rbid., p. 429. 
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"As Mary scanned the pages of the novel, she began to read attentively 

certain descriptive passages. Finally she become imaginatively absorbed 

as she intently followed the developing plot." The description of 

Mary's identification with the novel is an example of anabasis. The 

upward gradation in this identification is exemplified in the clauses 

"scanned the pages," "read attentively," "imaginatively absorbed," and 

"intently followed." A similar type of upward gradation is illustrated 

in Galatians. 

At 5:15 Ridderbos identifies such an example. 
J "')·) 1, 

cJ.__ /l / r; ,1 0 lJ S 
r I I \ 

Oc:I kV CL£ ~J< 

) 

We read: ,;_· c. 

) . /! J \ r,--. 
c<,\) ·yj/l 1 

...... w oVo.l\C.Jt:J·i/i.t.. "But if you bite and devour one another, watch 

out that you do not consume one another!" 76 

To bite (wound, inflict pain) and to devour (leave no room 
for) and~consume constitute a climax •••• It is the life 
which becomes dominant when the freedom in Christ is denied or 
abused. Then it goes from bad to worse. This, too, could come 
of it, that the Galatians would drive each other wholly to spi
ritual destruction so that deliverance would no longer be 
possible. 77 · 

At 6: 13 and 14 Be_ngel notes another example of anabasis. 78 

• \ /') I \ ( '1 I (, (/ .\ J ,-,, ( ( b.A ~,_,.. CJE." .· o uc-'LV 1)~.,s 1rc.pclEJ1vc:-crc);:;1c Nci E" v c ,;1 vo~'·frp,y 
I - ' I ' / I (. \ ,, ) ' c' \ --I . .--- f.1 

0--&---,() J-<"L l~d L•xr; 0-,C...JtdC ~ fjl.Ol of j.J.'} lf.:!.,"Q(__tj) 1-<dUJduCYdL 

r~ }J"r/ fl~ -{ ;; ~td1p~: ~to'i>' fn1pt;V ·1;;•(>.)v jl?)tYc3 Jft. di'ov. 
But they desire to circumcize you in order that they might boast 
in your flesh. But for me may it never be to be boastful except 
in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

76Ridderbos, p. 202. 

77rbid., p. 203. 

78 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 57. 
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"There is a gradation from the flesh, ver. 13, to the world in this 

79 14th verse." 

Catabasis 

The figure of catabasis is a downward movement in the emphasis 

f 
. . 80 or sense o a writing. This may be illustrated by reversing the 

order given in the previous example of Mary. If Mary's identification 

with the novel would move from a greater degree of satisfaction to a 

lesser one, this descent of satisfaction would consitute catabasis. 

We find one example of this figure in Galatians. 

t-lJ I ,r• _,,., l ) J c.~(" 
At 4: 27 we have, _:.. v cp f c' v &"Y)-t c. J D"' l- Ct.///' -,1 o v i 11-< o ucr~:I. fl] j <) V 

\ -, I {' ) J I 
):;{d c /)o ·,; a- l; v -1 ) } o u I-< 6...> cf'- v o u rr 0t. "Rejoice, you barren one 

who ha~e not given birth. Cry out and bawl, you who have not had birth 

pangs." The catabasis is illustrated by a woman's physical and emo-

tional state after birth and that descriptive of her before birth. Her 

emotional state moves from "rejoici_ng" to "travaili_ng." Her physical 

state from "post-delivery" to "pre-delivery." 

Merismos 

Merismos is defined as an enumeration of the parts of a whole 

h . h h d b · d 81 w ic ave alrea y een mentione. 

The figure is so called because after mentioning a thing as 
a whole, the parts are afterwards enumerated ..•• 

79Ibid. 

80 11· 256 Bu inger, p. • 

81Ibid., p. 435. 
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We have classed the Figure under figures of addition; 
because, after the thing has been named and mentioned, it is 
divided up, and the various parts are added together to enhance 
the effect, increase the emphasis, and amplify the sense. 82 

Bullinger offers two examples of merimos in Galatians. 83 

\ )J .... / 

At 5:19 there is first the phrase to< Ef /ex -c-r;s cr''l Has , 

"the works of the flesh." An enumeration of these "works" follows in 

verses 19-21. 

('o At 5:22 Paul writes: 

"the fruit of the Spirit." An enumeration of the "fruit" follows in 

verses 22-23. In reference to these nine "manifestations" of the fruit, 

as Bulli_nger notes, "It is 'fruit' in the singular, tho_ugh made up of 

many parts like a cluster of grapes. 84 

Epitheton 

The nomination of the figure epitheton is described thus: 

The Figure is so called when an adjective or noun is used, 
which adds to the sense of the thing spoken of by simply hold
i_ng forth some attribute, character, or quality descriptive of 
it. The adjective or the noun used for it by Enallage •.. is 
thus placed in apposition to it for the purpose of amplification 
by way of distinction, explanation, or description. 85 

"" ) / 0 ) -, JI \ 
At 3:4 we read: tocro<Vt<.X Errtc< EtE ell">/?; Et.. 1 £ /1CX.l 

) ,, 
Ee./-<,~'?.- "have you suffered so much in vain? If indeed (it be) in 

vain." 
J ....., 

The word E'_l 11 ?l describes and amplifies the "d_ignity of their 

82Ibid. 

83Ibid. 

84Ibid. 

85Ibid., p. 440. 
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1 11 • 1 86 oss apposite y. The Galatians' suffering in being brought to birth 

in Christ was everything. Now their suffering is "in vain," if indeed 

"in vain" can yet be the descriptive title of their loss. Paul is 

hoping that their faith is still alive and that their suffering remains 

) " 
11 in Christ." The word E' l H 77 constitutes an example of epi the ton. 

Description 

The figures of speech involving description are so called because 

an "addition to the sense is made by giving a description of a person, 

place, time, thing, or action. 87 We identify five of eleven such 

figures in Galatians. They are: pathopoeia, mimesis, pragmatographia, 

and protimesis. 

Pathopoeia 

Pathopoeia is a description or expression of feeli_ngs. We justify 

its classification under f_igures of addition "because sometimes this 

description i~ given by way of additional information, and sometimes 

it is given instead of naming or otherwise indicati_ng the person or 

88 thi_ng spoken of." At the same time, however, we are aware of the 

fact that the writer is manifesting some pathos or emotion or betraying 

t d . d di . f ' d 89 some s rong an excite con tion o min. 

86 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 19. 

87 11· 444 Bu i_nger, p. . 

88Ibid., p. 450. 

89Ibid., p. 916. 
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At 4:19 and 20 Bullinger suggests the primary example of patho-

. . l . 90 poeia in Ga atians. 

tckvrx.p,-ov., o~~ 1<}ALV JJ/vl,) P<Ytu oSr~r</>w6}7· ~')Lu~t~s 
I ( " ) , / I \ \ \ ,,. \ ( -i ) I . , . . \ 

Ev vu l v. ->7 DE' r o v o € 1't-'r.,,f c-C l/1.-'°'l ;Ypos 7j,,1ct s l~t c .1 ho!(__ 
J ' ) /5 \ ,J. \ c 't ) . ..... 1 . ' ,_ 
0(/1 ,o 0,1... t,?Vcpluv17;, .JuovJ o· 1.. o;r,-Jpovj .. -uY-t... E'V ~ c v 

My little children, with whom again I am in labor pangs until 
Christ be formed in you. How I wish to be present with you now, 
and to change the (tone of) my voice, for I am at my wits' end 
concerning you! 

) / )'/; - ) I 

The verbs uJ J l vu.) , "I am in labor pangs , " 1J d c Ao v , "I wish, " ,::l ~ ,{c( -

s'cx ( h7v ¢wv1/:-~ "to change my (tone of) voice, n and J·7roro ~_,llO {_ 
"I am at wits' end" suggest that Paul is in a state of great anxiety. 

This description is an example of pathopoeia. 

Mimesis 

The figure mimesis is best described by the E_nglish word "mimic." 

The name is used when the say~ngs (and sometimes notion and 
thoughts) of another are described or imitated by way of 
emphasis .,91 

Paul employs mimesis in Galatians whenever he wishes to turn another 

person's argument _against that same person to emphasize the truth of 

the gospel. 

I 

At 2: 18 Be_ngel s_~ggests that the word crv v c_ 0--Y?J_J-U , "I com-

d 'I • 1 f • • 92 men, is an examp e o mimesis. He explains, "Peter had wished to 

commend himself, ver. 12, at the end; Paul shows by this mimesis, the 

goibid., p. 450. 

91rbid., p. 451. 

92 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 16. 
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Sad frui. t of that commendati' on. "9 3 At 2 12 t th t P t "f : we no e a e er, ear-

ing those from James," separated himself from the Gentiles. Through 

this demonstration he had wished to commend, or approve, himself before 

them. By a mimicking inversion Paul says he proved himself alright! 

He proved himself a sinner! 

6 2 h 1 f 
. . 94 At : we ave another examp e o mimesis. We read: A-AA 17Ai1.J\/ 

"Bear one another's burdens and so 

completely fill up the law of Christ." Bengel comments: "These words, 

burdens and the law, involve a Mimesis in reference to the Galatians, 

who were e_agerly trying to come under the burden of the law." 95 The 

"burden" which the Galatians were to bear was described in 6:1. It 

amounted to "setti_ng upright" a fallen brother as contrasted to bear

ing the burden of ceremonial "correctness." The "law" they were to 

fulfill was that "from Christ," "Love your neighbor as yourself" (5:14) 

as contrasted with that "from Rabbinical sources." We see another 

) \ / 
example of mimesis suggested by the verb a v o T( /l ?f 1A.1 er£·i £ , "completely 

fill up." Paul exhorts them to an "ongoi_ng and complete fulfilling" 

of Christ's law as contrasted with the "outward keepi_ng" of the cere

monial law referred to in 6:13. 

At 6:4 we have another example of mimesis: /0 

93Ibid. 

94 11· 451 Bu i_nger , p • • 

95 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 54. 
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"let each approve his own work, and then to himself alone have his 

boasting and not to another." Bengel says, "Nay, the very word glory-

96 ing, used by Mimesis, at the same time includes the contrary." Paul's 

reference to "glorying" in 6:4 is that private laudation a person 

awards himself for conscience-approved works. This laudation lies in 

contrast to the public approbation a person seeks for his work

righteousness. In Galatians this work-righteousness is submission to 

the ceremonial law especially with reference to the act of circum

cision. (Compare, Paul's disapproval, 6:12 and 13.) 

Pragmatographia 

Pragmatographia briefly is "a description of an action or event. 1197 

At 2:12 and 13 Paul explains the reason for his denunciation of 

Peter and gives a description of the event itself which called forth 

his castagation: 
) 

\ I " ' ) ") /) -, I ' \ 1 113·.... -1 \ / r- ) /) -, 
7r'(Oo "Z_.ov 1.1 oP f/\DtcV Uvr}S d7Yo --~di-<w ov /t€L3 v ..... v r·bvwv crvv--

1/ I. I , ,~, c , , ·:, J. 1 v c ,I_ , J ,8 
,fo-0t.H-. ·gfr d( f;~Bo',,· ·u·rrcnc;\An-· !;,cl(. dr..pz:J_)l.jf"f~ Fci/.1 oi,:, .·o,cu-

\ ) ,, _.., \ 11 ),_._ \ ( 
,lffVOS . tl) 1.J 5 E' k 7t f P Ct. 01/'J.. 7)5, 1-Zv" t cs-·v Vo7t'et·f1C ?-)O'"'d.', dV'L[.J ~-a. Cl 
\-. , >] / I LL J ; 1 ,.... c · / 
1'.otfr (J ( _{) [J c}dlOl, ;~~a-t. £ j~o{(\ pa;)~lci f3'Js u?J l1 olff"3/ r(./11 o:v't2v -L ?? (} /I() 'f.!.j) (_ ~cl_ 

For before some from James came, he ate with the Gentiles. But 
when they came he withdrew and separated himself, fearing those 
of the circumcision. And there played the hypocrite with him the 
rest of the Jews, with the result that Barnabas also was sympa
thetic toward their hypocrisy. 

The example of pragmatographia is seen in the description of the event 

of Peter's "withdrawal" and "separation from the Gentiles." Included 

96rbid., vol. 4, p. 55. 

97 11· 452 Bu inger, p. • 

---
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in this description is the hypocritical action of the "rest of the 

Jews" and Barnabas which was precipitated by Peter's own fear

filled example. 

Chronographia 

The word chronographia means literally "description of time." 

The Figure is used, when, by the addition of the time, some
thing explanatory is given which helps to the understanding of 
what is said; or, supplies some important fact; or, implies some 
extra lesson. 98 

At 1:18 we note the element of time with reference to Paul's life 

subsequent to conversion. The phrase J.L- [{ ~ l /Jc~ , "after 

three years," affirms Paul's argument with reference to his gospel. 

His gospel was not from men. This reference to time constitutes the 

figure of chronographia. 

At 2:2 the importance of the time element with reference to Paul's 
~ \ 

argument is _again emphasized. We read: E ·,r ft {cJ.. d c '-'{ 8£"' k' c}- --

"Then after fourteen years I 

went up _again." Paul's contact with the Jerusalem apostles was after 

his wanderi_ngs in Arabia where he received his gospel by revelation 

from Jesus Christ. 

At 3:17 we have: 

l D J-t O (sf~ \ ( r~) , ()td.!J-, ~ 'Y)J/ ·7rp O I< f' I<: l) f ~r: in7 V 15 ,r'; { c:, i) 
I) ( ' / . \ J. / J JI ' 
C ~- o ?~ c jt,_~·l d -t rl/d. fc< c er u;< /{d L Cp< o 1,.,.0 '(Cc..~ d 77 yeyo 'v- {.) s 

I . ) ) . ·, ) \ ...j_ r, \ ::, ' { 1 , 
\/ op D ~. ov k ct. 1-wpoc. J f L ~ -lo ~°' ccif//?)rY,._-11_ ~ 17:- f'·7Y·'<.J....:f)''£. /\ L <"- v 
But this I say, the covenant.previously ratified by God the law 
which came four hundred and thirty years afterward does not 
unratify to the annulment of the promise. 

98Ibid., p. 455. 
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The ratification of God's covenant is not unratified by the later, much 

later, appearance of the law. The promise stands firm in view of its 

undisturbed period of longevity. The phrase "four hundred thirty 

years afterward" is an added dimension in Paul's argument and con

stitutes an example of chronographia. 

At 4:2 and 4 we note another example of chronographia. The two 

"then when the fullness of time came," constitute the figure. It is 

at the "time appointed by the father" that the son is given full rights 

and privileges as an heir. Until that time he differs in no way from 

a slave so far as status is concerned. So also we are enslaved under 

law until "the fullness of time" when God sent forth His Son to redeem 

those so enslaved by the law. Both expressions are a description rela

ted to time and are a necessary part of Paul's argumentation. 

Protimesis 

The figure of protimesis is described thus: 

The Figure is employed when thi_ngs are enumerated according 
to their places of honour or importance, usi_ng the particles 
"first," "_again," "then, 11 or "firstly, 11 "secondly," "thirdly, 11 

etc. 
This figure, therefore, increases the emphasis of a parti

cular statement by setting forth the order in which the things 
treated of stand, or take place. 99 

At 1:15-2:1 we note the primary example of protimesis in Galatians. 

Paul's description of the order of events after his conversion are an 

99rbid., p. 457. 
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important step in the development of his argument against the accusa-
, J /J / 

tion that his gospel was tt'cJ.fo:. cxVt;Pt.J1f OU, "from man." The particle 
(/ 

0 tE , "when," (1:15), begins the sequential development. At 1: 16 
J L) / 

the adverb EUDE.WS, "straightway," "immediately," marks the next 

step in the order of his life after conversion. Paul neither conferred 

with men nor went up to Jerusalem; he departed into Arabia. At 1:17 

71C:Acv , "again," picks up the sequence as Paul describes his 

return to Damascus. At 1:18, 21, and 22 we note the three occurrences 

Ji 
of the particle €"1'T'E c {ex , "then." The order of events as indicated 

y .✓... 
by the particle £'?"(€( Co:- describe Paul's activity for the next four-

teen years, probably inclusive of his first visit with Peter, his tra

vels in Syria and Cilicia, and the trip to Jerusalem for the Apostolic 

conference. 

Conclusion 

The figure of conclusion is described thus: 

This Figure is the addition of a short sentence at the end 
of a paragraph or statement, for various purposes: either by way 
of moral, deduction, approbation, apology, or reflection, etc. 
Different names are given to it according to the purpose for 
which it is employe·d. lOO · 

We identify four such figures in Galatians: epicrisis, epitasis, exem-

plum, and symperasma. 

Epicrisis 

Epicrisis is that figure of speech which adds a conclusion by way 

of adding a deeper meaning to what has been stated. 

lOOibid., p. 459. 
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It is a short sentence added at the end by way of an addi
tional conclusion, other and more than has been already stated: 
not necessary to the sense of it, but as showing that there is 
something more and something deeper than what lies on the 
surface. 

It notes a cause or a consequence arising from the place, 
occasion, end, or effect, of things, actions, or speeches. 101 

At 2:18 there is the conclusion of Paul's confrontation with 

"For if that which I have destroyed 

I build up again, I prove myself a trespasser." Paul's inference is 

that Peter has initiated Jewish legalism as a basis for righteousness. 

This inference, an example of epicrisis, adds a deeper meaning with 

reference to Peter's hypocritical actions. 

At 4:11 we read: </-Jo/3a V/o-L -Sp.J s )J 1{ ?-'uJ5 
) ( /\ 

/1. (/·1 dn ,-x ru n s Uj~ d 5 • "I fear for you lest I have toiled among you 

in vain." Paul is maki_ng another attempt to pull- the Galatians back 

from a position of incipient servile ceremonialism. This concludi_ng 

sentence is a value j~dgment given from his own perspective. However, 

there is a deeper meaning in the passage. Its purpose is to cause the 

Galatians to reflect on their own position with reference to Judaism 

and to reveal to them how far they have wandered from their o~iginal 

stance JV Xplo-tif:. Therein lies the figure of epicrisis. 

At 5:21 we have another example of epicrisis indicated by a con

cluding judgment. We read, ~ 1r·;)O,~/yu.., 1~)-A-~'v k-e-tif}t,}s 1rftJEc1YoV 

(/..J 
Ou: 

) 

0 I) 

0 (
r I~~ .A l I /J ·- / ;:,,-} , 

Lv< ·coLCXLJLv' fl/r:x-~crovics· 1)0.,u--L,( t·{ .. tv' CYPoV 

"Which thi_ngs (whereof) I now tell you in 

lOlibid. 
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advance, even as I have previously warned, that those who practice 

such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God." Paul's index of 

the "works of the flesh" does not conclude without a serious warning. 

It carries a suggestion that maybe some of the Galatians have been 

drawn away from "walking in the Spirit." If so, they are reminded of 

Paul's former instructions with reference to this sad state of 

affairs. 

At 5: 23b we note Paul's approbation attendi_ng the index of the 
l/ I \ J ~ . l I ) )I , , 

"fruit of the Spirit." [\c(1ct Ll,.-}V -tolDVll..) C ?JI.! UYCLV \/':,)-l 0> 

"Against such there is no law." There is no moral, civil, or cere

monial law which forbids "love, joy, peace, lo_ng-sufferi_ng, kindness, 

goodness, faithfulness, meekness, self-control." The responses of 

such a life need no law of r_egulation. In this respect people are 

free and not bound by law. This approbation is an example of epicrisis 

which encour_ages the Galatians to respond. 

Epitasis 

Epitasis is a figure of conclusion which adds emphasis. 

The Figure is used when a concluding sentence is added by 
way of increasing the emphasis. It is not independent of what 
has gone before·, but it has some emphatic increase added to it 
by way of conclusion. 102 

At 1: 9 Bengel s_~ggests that we have an example of such in the 

phrase '7TCt/j ;; ?f1...1p €J,;j3cl c, "contrary to that which you have 

. d 11 103 receive. 

l02Ib'd 462 __ J._, p. . 

103 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 4. 
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All know the truth of the Gospel; Paul knew that the minds 
of the Galatians had been truly impressed with the Gospel; he now 
therefore says, ye have received, and by this expression there 
is an epitasis ••. in the repetition.104 

The editor of Bengel's Gnomon adds a footnote which clarifies the exam

ple of epitasis: 

In the first use of the words, ver. 8, "Though we, etc., 
preach any other Gospel," there do not occur the words "than 
that ye have received." The addition of these words, ver. 9 on 
the second use or repetition of the former words, constitutes 
the Epitasis. 105 

At 2:2 we have another example: "And after fourteen years I went 

up again to Jerusalem." Then for emphasis Paul reiterates in verse 2, 

, "I went up according to 

revelation." Paul emphasizes at this point that it was more than human 

motivation which caused him to go up to Jerusalem. Divine revelation 
r 

compelled him to go. The emphatic addition of the phrase HcCL(; d1Yo }:,<o() utc V 

constitutes the figure of epitasis. 

f 
. . 106 

At 2: 16 Be_ngel s_~ggests another example o epi tasis. Paul had 

said in the previous verse, <{·-fj--t €"LS 

[t ;.eviJ V oµ.r.xr--C w A, o; , "We who are by nature Jews and not 
. .J / 

sinners of the Gentiles •.. " Paul parenthetically interrupts his 

th~ught, picking the "we" up _again in verse 16, 1P(o<. (1.... 

"even we " This emphatically points forward to the conclusion 

"we have believed in Jesus Christ in order that we might be declared 

l04Ibid., pp. 4-5. 

l05Ibid., p. 5, editor's footnote. 

lOGibid., p. 13. 
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righteous by faith of Christ and not by works of law." The conjunctive 

' kei\ t emphasizes the figure of epitasis. 

At 3:3 Bengel comments on another example of epitasis. 

0 
(I-J.. ") I J_ (f J__ 
v <... wS [J,. Vo ,7 l.-o L , so foolish) o v c w..s , makes an 

.• emphatic addition ••. ; you not only neglect the evange-
lical portraiture of Christ ., but a~so the gi157

of the Spi-
rit, which came much more under your notice •.•• 

Cf L 
The adverb o v cl.l}S heightens the epithet and constitutes the figure 

of epitasis. 

Exemplum 

In disti.nguishing exemplum from the other f.igures of conclusion, 

Be_ngel explains: "Exemplum, on the other hand, is when we conclude a 

sentence by employ~ng an example as a precedent to be followed or 

avoided. 11108 We see exemplum illustrated in Gal. 3:6: 

)<,10C:.s 'A/3,Po~f frr/cr-t f))rrcv t;;, 9.:f > Ko<i' 

) ) / /) ) / '"\ J s / 
E· . . o Jd o-u">J o. u 7:f E'l S o t t-< d. L Ov'uv r; V • "Just as Abraham believed 

God and it was accounted to him as righteousness." The phrase "just 

as Abraham believed" relates to Paul's question, just asked, "Did He 

Who abundantly give you the Spirit and effectually worked in you ~ighty 

acts do it by works of law or by heari.ng of faith?" Paul is expecti_ng 

the Galatians to respond, "By heari_ng of faith, of course!" Abraham 

is their example. 

107 Be_ngel, vol. 4, p. 18 

l08Ibid., vol. 5, p. 467. 
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Symperasma 

The meaning and use of symperasma are explained thus: 

.•• Symperasma means to conclude along with, to end to
gether, and is used when what has been said is briefly summed 
up, and when certain foregoing enumerations are given in a brief 
epitome. 109 

The simplest and best illustration of this figure is any inferential 

summary statement. 

At 4:31 we have the primary example of symperasma in Galatians. 

Paul's terse, clear, and emphatic conclusion to his argument reads: 
\ \ ) r)rf... / J ) \ / f J b ( (J 

I 
l-:A 8 (' r\ l_f) o ( 

1 
O U ~ c o-J.J.. £ V 7( ~ l r5 Lu/..{. Y) 5 -{.~-kV i:.i c( ) J. :X 

ifs t Jev 0 /f'e<-S "Wherefore, brothers, we are not children 

of the slave woman but of the free!" 

Paul draws the con~musion from his entire discussion, the 
conclusion at which he and the· Galatians o_ught arrive: no slave 
mother ••• but only the one free mother •.•• While the same 
thought is expressed in v. 26 and 28, we here have the n_egative 
and the positive side by side and in the simplest form. This be
fits the final statement. 110 

Interposition 

The las~ group of figures, which affect sense by way of addition, 

comprises those under the head of interposition. 

This F_igure is the addition of a sentence, not at the end, 
but in the midst of another sentence, which has n~ grammatical 
connection with what precedes or follows. It has a close con
nection with it, but it may or may not be necessary to the 
sense. 111 

109 11· 46 Bu inger, p. 8. 

llOL k' ens i, p. 249. 

111 11· 469 Bu inger, p. • 
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Four such species are found in Galatians: parenthesis, parembole, 

ejaculatio, and hypotimesis. 

Parenthesis 

Parenthesis is, as the name suggests, a figure indicated by a 

parenthetical remark. 

The Figure is used when a word or sentence is inserted which 
is necessary to explain the context. As to grammar, the context 
is complete without it, but not as to clearness and sense. 112 

We illustrate this figure with two examples found in Galatians. At 2:6 

( ,..,.. ,, L 1 J \' ,. 
we note the parenthetical addition: o 'iYDl ()L 1\'to- £ ,; o--o. V o u OEV f'-C l 

./ 
_\' ,/ / / ( /1 \ ) /) / ) 1 (~ ./ 
Oto£ 'lefE'l • 'lifDvW·}rOV O C'poS (J.Vt1fw1({)V (5ll f-<-Y-f--reY-\/€'l 

"Whosoever such once were makes no difference to me. God does not re-

ceive the face of man." Lenski comments on this parenthesis: 

But it is now time to add a remark or two on the designation 
used so pointedly by the Judaizers: "those reputed to be some
thing." Paul does it in only two brief parenthetical remarks; no 
more is necessary: "whatever kind they are makes no difference 
to me -- God does not accept a man's face •••• Paul had re
ceived his_ gospel from far h_igher authority, from God himself. 
It is necessary to remind the Galatians of the fact that human 
repute does not count and did not count at Jerusalem convention 
in the case of Paui.113 

At 3:16 Ridderbos suggests the other example of parenthesis. 
I 

Here we have Paul's explanation for the word 0 ..... 11 £;1/o-{ r__ , "seed." 

We have previously studied the same pas~age with respect to the figure 

of hermeneia. Concerni_ng the figure parenthesis Ridderbos states: 

Before the apostle goes on to shed light on the binding 
character of these promises, he first, by way of parenthes.is, makes 
very clear who were the receipients of these promises so as to 

112rbid., p. 470. 

113 k' 82 Lens i, p. • 
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remove all doubt about that, and so to define more specifically 
the inviolability of the promises. 114 

Parembole 

Parembole is a figure illustrated by an independent sentence • 

• . • A Parembole is an insertion beside, between, or among 
others; and the name is used when the sentence interposed is in
dependent and complete in itself; and would make complete sense 
if it were separated from the sentence it divides. 115 

At 5:9 we have a good example of parembole in Galatians. We read: 

M <..1-<f ~ fuj 'l O'), r.:, v -1:J ¢ uf 'JkX. Jv;.1. of... "A little leaven leavens 

the whole lump." This sentence is placed between Paul's disapproval 

with reference to those who have hindered the Galatians and his personal 

exhortation that the Galatians think in no other way than that which 

is in agreement with a genuinely godly persuasion. Lenski comments 

on this proverbial addition: 

••• Only the beginning of wrong obedience has been made in 
Galatia. It was like· introduci_ng a ·1i ttle yeast into a mass of 
d~ugh. Let the Galatians not close their eyes to the da_nger. 
Give a little yeast time and it will penetrate the entire 
dough. 116 

Ejaculatio 

Ejaculatio may be defined thus: "This name is confined to a 

parenthesis which consists of a short prayer, such as 'God forbid,' 

'God be praised,' 'Thank God.'"ll? 

114 'dd b 132 Ri er os, p. • 

115 11· 476 Bu 1.nger, p. . 

116L k' ens 1, p. 265. 

117 11· 479 Bu 1._nger, p. • 
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At 1:5 we note: r; 
J/ J I 

ot_l..)VG.-1V. ~,u 17v . "To whom be glory forever and ever. Amen!" This 

is a brief parenthesis of praise. It is Paul's prayerful response as 

he gives praise to God for His deliverance from evil through Christ's 

~edemption. It constitutes an example of ejaculatio. 

At 2:17 and again at 3:21 we note another example of ejaculatio 
I / 

in the expression f- 'l r€_'[/{) t.. {o I "May it not be so!" or "God forbid!" 

The expression at 2:17 emphasizes that Christ certainly is not a ser-

vant to sin. At 3:21 Paul parenthetically expresses himself with re-

ference to the "law" and the "promises of God." He states emphatically 

with this figure that the law is not according to the promises of God. 

Only by faith in God's promises can one be made alive. The law bri_ngs 

condemnation because of sin and with condemnation the curse. 

Hypo time sis 

The figure hypotimesis is explained thus: "A parenthetical remark 

is so called when it is apologetic, in order to excuse some bold or 

extravagant use of lang~age, such as, 'If I may so say,' or 'So to 

speak,' or 'As itwere.• 11118 

At 3:15 we have the primary example of hypotimesis in Galatians: 

1 r- .. 'i ' ~1 ' )' ,1 -) 1 
) '\ ;~ c> c A cp CPL /Kc>!'- Cl civ ~() C...J T,'o \r ,1.._ f t"w . "Brothers, I speak accordi_ng 

to human circumstance." The phrase 1-<cc(J ~, v 13 p w 'lr' o V 

I speak according to human circumstance," is a parenthetic addition by 

way of apologetic introduction. Paul will continue to validate his 

118Ibid., p. 480. 
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argument with reference to God's "covenant of promise" by using a 

timely illustration from the juridicial realm: A covenant once rati

fied by a man may never be changed in anyway by anyone. The phrase 

)I h '\ I 

i~'L...~ dVt::lf w71ov /\.cyw exemplifies the figure of hypotimesis. 



CHAPTER IV 

IN CONCLUSION 

Having thus completed the study of figures of speech in Galatians, 

what can be said about the apostle Paul's style? From this study we 

note that Paul was an educated and literary man as can be inferred 

from Acts 22:3. As was evident from this paper Paul was well versed 

in the Greek l~ng~age and was familiar with the various figures of 

speech. 

Some scholars such as Adolf Diessmann would take exception with 

the above statement. In his study of the papyri, Diessmann comes to 

the conclusion that the apostle Paul was not a literary man. "Taki_ng 

one thing with another I have no hesitation in maintaining that all of 

the letters of Paul are real, non-literary letters. St. Paul was not 

a writer of epistles but of letters; he was not a literary man."1 How

ever in l_ight of our study on figures of speech in Galatians, we must 

dis.agree with Diessmann. On the· contrary, the author finds Saint Paul 

to be a most literary man. Paul's style and his frequent use of num

erous f.igures of speech in Galatians demonstrates that he was indeed 

a literary man, Diessmanm to the contrary. The literary style of 

Paul is clearly more elevated than that of the papyri. 

1Adolf Diessmann, Light From the Ancient East, (New York: Harper 
Brothers, 1927), p. 241. 

114 
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A passage such as 1 Cor. 2:1 would seem to contradict the above 

conclusions. In 1 Cor. 2:1 Paul states that he came not with excel

lency of words or wisdom, declaring the testimony of God. At first 

glance there appears to be a contradiction with the author's conclu

sion. Was Paul not being honest when he made such a statement? A 

closer examination of Paul's statement in 1 Cor. 2:1 will clear up the 

difficulty. Paul is not saying that he could not or would not use 

figures of speech to further the cause of the Gospel. What the apostle 

tells the Corinthians is that he does not depend on a grand oratorical 

style in his preaching. Paul did not use oratory to compensate for 

the meager content of his message. He was more concerned with the 

content of his message than with the form in which he delivered it. 

"The word, or the preaching, is only a means:. it is the content which 

counts. When the preachi_ng itself is stressed to such a degree that 

it obscures its own contents there is a case of excellency of 

2 
speech!' Furthermore, such a declaimer as in 1 Cor. 2:1 is in itself 

a figure of speech. 

Turni_ng to Galatians, we find Paul concentrati_ng on and stressing 

the content of this Epistle. Galatians is so full of content that it 

is one of the most important Letters of Paul. In the Letter to the 

Galatians, Paul cannot be accused of stressing an elevated literary 

style over the content. Quite the opposite is true. Paul was perfectly 

free to use figures of speech to communicate more effectively the Gospel. 

As our study has shown, this is exactly what the apostle did. 

2 F. w. Grosheide, First Epistle to the Corinthians, (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishi_ng Co., 1953), p. 58. 
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Further evidence that Paul did write in a very literary manner 

which would have included figures of speech may be found in 2 Cor. 10:10. 

/) \ ) / 

In 2 Cor. 10:10 Paul's Epistles are called J.::JafE~c,:J,.c Kd1l Lo--'./'(~j.Jo c., 

weighty and strong. This description of the apostles Letters suggests 

that he was a powerful writer who would use figures of speech to 

illustrate further and drive home the message of the Gospel. As de

monstrated in one of Paul's Epistles, Galatians, the apostle used 

figures of speech for that very purpose. 

One may ask, "Did Paul use all of the figures of speech found in 

this paper with a definite purpose in mind?" Surely he used some 

with a definite purpose in mind but many figures of speech were part 

of the apostle's normal literary style. Occasionally he probably was 

not consciously using a figure of speech. In our own day we use figures 

of speech that we are not aware of. "If I have told you once I have 

told you a million times." This statement is a figure of speech, that 

of hyperbole. The same was surely true for Paul. Paul probably used 

ellipsis or repetition without conscious intention. Gal. 1:12
3 is one 

example where Paul probably used a ~igure of speech without conscious 

intention, while at other times Paul would employ a figure of speech 

to drive home a point. One such example may be found in his use of 

repeated ~egation in Gal .. 4:: 30. Paul uses that f_igure of speech to 

make an emphatic assertion. We must confess that we can not be sure 

when Paul used a figure of speech for a specific purpose. 

3 Supra, p. 27. 
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The study of Paul's use of figures of speech in Galatians demon

strates that the apostle was in fact a very literary man. In addition, 

the knowledge of the various figures of speech used by St. Paul can 

be of great help in understanding and in interpreting the Epistle 

addressed to the Galatians. 
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